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Abstract

Objectives. In this thesis I have, together with game developer and publisher
Paradox Interactive, designed and implemented a level editor tool for use in their
game Magicka 2. With this tool users can create, edit and share custom Challenge
levels in the game. I have also done a more in-depth scientific study of usability
in such level editor tools, especially pertaining to the disparity between various
controller input schemes and platforms.

Methods. I have performed a literary study of articles and books relevant to
the field of game design, user interface design, general usability, controller input
schemes and any other topic I found relevant. I have paired this with a study of
similar level editor tools and their user interfaces and features in other console
and PC games. This knowledge, together with feedback from both expert and
non-expert testing, has then been analyzed and used to design and implement
both the user interface and the features of the level editor.

Results. Results of the literary study, level editor tool study and testing are
presented together with their impact on the design of the user interface and all
implemented features. The results of each iteration of the Challenge Creator are
presented as well. Lastly, all results are analyzed and a set of design heuristics
for creating a similar level editor tool is presented.

Conclusions. I conclude that creating a platform independent level editor
tool with high usability is very much possible, but that designing such a tool
becomes far more difficult with each new platform and controller input scheme
supported. I also conclude that additional features and further increase in tool
complexity loses significant impact if the core user interface is lacking in usability.
I also conclude that more time and testing will be needed to further empirically
validate the design heuristics. Lastly, I conclude that additional iterations will be
required upon the Challenge Creator to improve its usability in light of already
known and established design flaws.

Keywords: Level editor, usability, platform independent, heuristics, game de-
sign, Magicka 2
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Chapter 1
Introduction

This report documents all work done toward creating the so called Challenge
Creator level editor tool. This introductory chapter will explain some of the
terminology used throughout the report, it will also provide the purpose and
objectives of this thesis work. The subsequent Background chapter exists to
give some additional context to the report itself, as well as some information
on level editors in general. The Planning and Execution chapter shows how all
work was planned and executed, together with used tools and testing methods.
The Theory chapter provides the results of the literary study and represents the
scientific foundation on which my design and later arguments are built upon.
The Results chapter contains the results of the level editor study as well as the
iterations of design, implementation and testing. It is important to note that the
resulting design heuristics are not presented in this chapter but in a later chapter
called Level Editor Design Heuristics. The remaining chapters are dedicated to
discussing the results of the Theory and Results chapters and drawing conclusions
from them, as well as outlining any future work that need be done.
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1.1 Terminology

1.1.1 Usability

Defining usability is very hard, the subject in itself is very comprehensive and
there exists many different schools of thought regarding it. Usability is also very
subjective, what passes as usable for someone might not for another, and so defin-
ing it becomes even harder. There exists however a commonly used ISO standard
for usability, defined in ISO 9241-11, which I will use as a base definition of us-
ability in this thesis1:

Usability: Extent to which a product can be used by specified users to achieve
specified goals with effectiveness, efficiency and satisfaction in a specified context
of use.

To make sense of this we must however also define some of the terms used within
this definition of usability:

Effectiveness: Accuracy and completeness with which users achieve specified
goals.
Efficiency: Resources expended in relation to the accuracy and completeness
with which users achieve goals.
Satisfaction: Freedom from discomfort, and positive attitudes towards the use
of the product.
Context of use: Users, tasks, equipment (hardware, software and materials),
and the physical and social environments in which a product is used.

1.1.2 Level Editor

A level editor, or map editor, is a tool bundled with some games which the users
themselves can use to create custom levels, or maps, later available for playing
and often sharing with others. The complexity of level editors vary greatly but
most of them share some common features such as being able to determine the
landscape, opposition, objectives and resources present.

1http://www.iso.org/iso/home/store/catalogue_ics/catalogue_detail_ics.htm?
csnumber=16883

http://www.iso.org/iso/home/store/catalogue_ics/catalogue_detail_ics.htm?csnumber=16883
http://www.iso.org/iso/home/store/catalogue_ics/catalogue_detail_ics.htm?csnumber=16883
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1.1.3 GUI/UI

Abbreviations of graphical user interface and user interface, i.e. the interface
that is used to play the game. It should convey all relevant data and informa-
tion required by the user to properly play the game, be it a textual interface, a
graphical interface or any other kind of interface, its purpose remains the same.
In this thesis GUI and UI will be used interchangeably since no part of the user
interface in Magicka 2 is non-graphical.

1.1.4 Challenge

A Challenge, or Challenge map, is a level in Magicka 2 consisting of a predeter-
mined number of enemy waves, containing a number of different enemies arriving
at different points in time. The goal of the level is to defeat all of the enemies
that are spawned, i.e. that are added into the game, in each wave. You are then
rated either by how fast you were able to clear all waves (Time Challenge) or how
well you scored while doing so (Score Challenge). The game comes with a set of
Challenges created by the developers (Official Challenges), these can be played
freely and will be used as base for user created Challenges (Custom Challenges).
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1.1.5 HUD

A HUD (head-up display) is a collection of UI elements that display data and
information to the user while in-game. This data and information is usually al-
ways of vital importance to the user and must therefore be readily available in the
users standard field of view while playing. Common information displayed in the
HUD is the character’s current status (health, negative and positive effects etc.),
score, availability of different resources, a map of the current area, equipment and
character abilities.

Figure 1.1: The HUD used in Magicka 2, notice how it displays the character’s
name, health, equipped clothing as well as the currently available abilities and
their keybindings.
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1.1.6 Gamepad

A gamepad, or handheld game controller, is an implement widely used in the
gaming community when playing more action oriented games suited to the use
of a controller, as for example Magicka 2. In the case of Magicka 2 users playing
on the Playstation 4 platform are limited to the use of gamepad only, while users
on the PC can choose freely between keyboard and mouse input or the gamepad.
Magicka 2, and by extension the Challenge editor, is designed to support the Xbox
3602 controller on PC and the DualShock 43 controller on the Playstation 4. For
the purposes of this thesis however, the exact model of gamepad is irrelevant.
What is relevant is the limitations, advantages and disadvantages imposed by the
gamepad in a usability perspective. Therefore when referring to a gamepad in
later text, one can assume that it is a standard gamepad with a layout similar
to the Xbox 360 or DualShock 4 controller equipped with a directional pad, two
analog sticks, two analog triggers, two bumpers, two centered special buttons
(Back and Start in the case of the Xbox 360 controller) and four face buttons
available.

Figure 1.2: The button layout of the Xbox 360 controller.

2https://www.microsoft.com/hardware/en-us/d/xbox-360-controller-for-windows
3https://www.playstation.com/en-us/explore/accessories/

dualshock-4-wireless-controller/

https://www.microsoft.com/hardware/en-us/d/xbox-360-controller-for-windows
https://www.playstation.com/en-us/explore/accessories/dualshock-4-wireless-controller/
https://www.playstation.com/en-us/explore/accessories/dualshock-4-wireless-controller/
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1.1.7 AI

AI, or Artificial Intelligence, is a word commonly used in gaming to refer to the
system, or systems, making up the behavior of the enemies in the game or of
the game environment itself. And so henceforth when referring to the AI of the
game I am not referring to the scientific discipline of Artificial Intelligence but
the games behavioral logic systems determining how the enemies and the envi-
ronment will react to the player’s actions.

1.1.8 Replayability

Replayability is a core concept of this thesis and refers to the replay value of a
game. That is how much a game can be played before the player loses interest
and moves on to another game. This could be because of any number of different
reasons such as lack of content, too repetitive gameplay, lack of social interaction
within the game, unpolished and error prone gameplay, or perhaps the gameplay
mechanics themselves are not good, or fun, enough.

1.1.9 Bug

A bug, or glitch, in gaming refers to an error or flaw in the game that leads to
erroneous results, game crashes or any other unexpected or incorrect behavior
within the game. A bug can be anything from an overflowing text box in the
UI to a graphics glitch resulting in incorrect water reflections or an engine error
causing a game crash when trying to enter a specific level of the game.

1.1.10 Console

In gaming, when talking about a console one is usually referring to a gaming
platform that commonly utilizes a TV as monitor and a gamepad as controller
input scheme, such as the Playstation 4 or the Xbox 360. I will keep to this stan-
dard throughout this thesis as well, and so whenever I write about a "console"
or "gaming console" I am referring to such a a gaming platform.
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1.1.11 Artifacts and Magicks

Artifacts and Magicks are game mechanics available in Magicka 2. Artifacts are
game modifiers that modify various mechanics in the game. One Artifacts for
example increases or decreases the player character’s health, another does the
same but for enemies. These are implemented to give the player the ability to
create their own experience of the game, if they want it easier, more challenging
or simply more silly (there are some artifacts that add nothing but silly effects to
the game). Magicks are abilities that player characters can cast, such as Revive
that brings an allied player character back to life or Dragon Strike that covers a
large portion of the ground with flames that harms both enemies and allies. Mag-
icks are special tools for the players that can help them overcome the opposition.

1.1.12 Navigation Mesh

Navigation mesh, or navmesh, is a mesh that determines which areas of a level
can be traversed by units. It is used when determining enemy unit pathfinding
and such movement functions as well.
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1.2 Objectives
The purpose of my thesis work was to, on behalf of game developer and publisher
Paradox Interactive, design and implement a level editor tool for use in their
game Magicka 2. This tool would come coupled with a new UI used to display,
access, modify and share both Official and Custom Challenges and their associ-
ated information, as well as new backend functionality for handling leaderboards,
publishing, downloading and rating Challenges. All work was to be done on site
at Paradox Arctic, a Pardox Interactive game studio located in Umeå, and so
they supplied me with all tools required for the work, a mentor and an extra
team member to help with the implementation of the auxiliary systems (since
my focus was to be first and foremost on the editor itself). The Challenge editor
tool, that later came to be known as the Challenge Creator, was to be a tool
making it possible for users to create, edit and share Custom Challenges online.
It was to be an in-game editor and not a separate piece of software. An initial
sample design of the UI had already been sketched out and some must-have func-
tionality had already been decided upon, but I was free to make design decisions
regarding features as well as creating my own UI design entirely. To create the
Challenge Creator and its UI I would also do a more in-depth scientific study
of usability, especially in similar level editor tools available, to be able to create
a user friendly and competent editor. I chose to focus my research on usability
in games more than usability in general and then the obvious disparity between
various controller input schemes and platforms, so that I would be able to create
an editor that would have a high grade of usability independent of platform and if
keyboard and mouse or a gamepad was used. This was then to yield some design
heuristics as how to achieve good usability in a level editor which has to support
multiple platforms and controller input schemes.
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1.2.1 Questions

The main question I want to try to answer with this thesis is essentially:

How do you design a competent level editor tool with a high level
of usability independent of platform and controller input scheme?

In answering this question I hope to be able to define some heuristics and/or
guidelines to how this can be more easily achieved. To more readily answer the
main question I have also identified a number of smaller underlying questions
that need to be answered as well:

How do you in a platform and input scheme independent way...

• achieve a high level of usability without compromising the competence and
complexity of the tool? How does varying player expertise and the difference
between platforms factor into this?

• represent complex information and balance its level of abstraction in re-
lation to usability? Can the information have too high or low complexity
depending only on platform?

• allow for editing of complex underlying information with less complex means
of input? Will this lead to obvious disparity and loss of features for users
with less complex means of input?

• make the editor a clear part of the game? Should it be a clear part of the
game or does this have an obvious impact on the competence and usability
of the tool?



Chapter 2
Background

2.1 Paradox Interactive
As previously stated this thesis work was done together with Paradox Interac-
tive1. Paradox Interactive is an independent Swedish game developer and pub-
lisher know best for their Grand Strategy2 game titles such as Crusader Kings
and Europa Universalis. Paradox Interactive has also published many successful
externally developed titles such as Cities: Skylines, Pillars of Eternity and the
first Magicka game. Its headquarters is located in Stockholm together with two
of their game development studios, Paradox Development Studio and Paradox
North. Paradox Interactive has two other active studios as well, one in Skövde
called Paradox South and one in Umeå called Paradox Arctic.

2.2 Magicka 2
The first Magicka was developed by Swedish game developer Arrowhead, it has
to this day sold about 2.8 million copies and has seen glowing praise from the
community3. Magicka 2 was jointly developed by Paradox Interactive and another
Swedish game developer called Pieces Interactive, it was released in May 2015 on
both PC and Playstation 4. It is an action-adventure game featuring the classic
Magicka series robed Wizards as main protagonists. It is a multiplayer oriented
cooperative game, meant to be played together with up to four friends trying
to best the obstacles presented by the game. The series is know for its "wonky"
humour and chaotic spell-casting gameplay. It is also important to note that since
the first game was only released on PC the majority of the player-base consists of
PC gamers, Magicka 2 is the first release of the series to be released on a console
platform as of now.

1https://www.paradoxplaza.com/about-us
2https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Grand_strategy_wargame
3https://steamdb.info/app/42910/

10
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2.3 Level Editors, Why and How?
The ability for users to create custom content, such as levels and equipment, for
a game is a clear contributing factor to a game’s replayability (Frattesi et al.
2011). Replayability is then in turn an important factor in how well a game is
perceived and enjoyed by the player (Krall, Menzies 2012). With this in mind one
can then, with some reservations of course, argue that adding a level editor to a
game will increase the player’s average playtime and enjoyment of it. This will
be further expanded upon in the Theory segment of this thesis, but to explain
the relevance of level editors and why one would add one to a game, this will
suffice. Another great thing about allowing for user created content becomes
apparent when a game supports modding. For a game to support modding, or
modifying, it has to allow users to modify and add to the game in such degree
that it changes major features, and perhaps even complete overhauls, of the core
game experience. Far from all games do this, for various reasons, but those who
do often see a community arising around modifying the game, very much like
creating maps for it. This in itself can yield considerable gains for the game, as
stated above, but also for the game development industry as a whole, when game
modifying teams manage to go from simply modifying a game to creating an
entire new standalone game and release it to the world. A good example of this is
how the, now famous, developer Dean Hall went from creating a hugely successful
overhaul mod called DayZ for the game ARMA 2, and then went on to create a
standalone DayZ game with the help of the creators of the original ARMA games
which he had so successfully modified. The release of the standalone DayZ game
has prompted many to buy it already4, even though the game is still unfinished,
lacking in features present in the original mod and suffering from many severe
bugs and issues. One could go ahead and make an educated guess that many
players who liked the core gameplay of the standalone game would go and buy
ARMA 2 to be able to play the original DayZ mod. The circle is then completed,
by allowing modification of the game the developer has increased the replayability
of the game, greatly increased its revenue5 and also made possible the release of a
new game that in turn probably increased the original games revenue even more
in the end.

4http://www.gamerheadlines.com/2014/04/dayz-turn-2-standalone-closes-in-on-2-million-sales/
5http://www.vg247.com/2012/05/17/day-z-mod-drives-arma-2-sales-up-500/

http://www.gamerheadlines.com/2014/04/dayz-turn-2-standalone-closes-in-on-2-million-sales/
http://www.vg247.com/2012/05/17/day-z-mod-drives-arma-2-sales-up-500/
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2.3.1 DOOM

One of the first games to support user created levels was Doom, a PC game
released in 1993. With a level editor players could create custom maps and
share them with their friends, and even though there existed some pretty heavy
limitations to what could be done a dedicated internet community arose quickly
around it and began sharing their creations with each other (Herwig, Paar 2002).
This added an immense amount of replayability to an otherwise linear and, if
mastered, very short game experience6. More advanced level editors were also
created and improved upon by the community which made level creation even
easier and more approachable, engaging more people and adding more to the
vibrant social community around it. This feature was kept and expanded upon
in subsequent Doom games and the editor available for Doom 3 is very powerful7.

Figure 2.1: An example level editor for Doom 2, a game released in 1994, showcas-
ing some of the features available such as the placing of enemy units, interactable
objects, player resources and equipment.

6http://doom.wikia.com/wiki/Par_time
7http://www.iddevnet.com/doom3/editor.php

http://doom.wikia.com/wiki/Par_time
http://www.iddevnet.com/doom3/editor.php
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2.3.2 Heroes of Might and Magic III

Another noteworthy level editor was the one used to create custom maps in
the game Heroes of Might and Magic III, released in 1999. It was considerably
more complex than the editors for Doom and allowed for the creation of maps
with semi-random elements, such as special resource, equipment and enemy unit
stacks on the map which type, size and power would not be fully determined
until launching a new game on that map. It also had support for more complex
scenarios, win/loss conditions and custom event triggers that would only take
effect when a player met the criterion to trigger it, for example having a character
in a certain position on the map with a certain equipped item. The editor could
also randomly generate an entire map given some initial set parameters and a
random seed, the user could then play the map as is or use it as base for further
editing.

Figure 2.2: The Heroes of Might and Magic III map editor, here you can see
some of the vast amount of interactables available for the player to use. Notice
the special placeholder "RES" and "ART" items placed by the user, those are
semi-random resource and artifact (magical equipment) stacks whose content will
not be fully determined until actually playing the map.
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2.3.3 Warcraft III

Perhaps the most influential level editor to this day however, is the one that was
released together with the game Warcraft III in 2002. This level editor is, even by
today’s standard, extremely powerful and feature rich. The player could not only
create a level and place resources, enemies and equipment but also gave the player
tools to create custom cutscenes, dialogue, units, scenarios, game modes, complex
event triggers, animations and import custom unit textures as well. Even though
the game is over ten years old as of now the very much vibrant creation community
is still active, creating and sharing new maps and auxiliary tools for use with the
editor itself. The popular map sharing site http://www.hiveworkshop.com alone
hosts over five thousand custom created maps, and that is bound to be only a very
small part of all custom maps available. Warcraft III was also made it possible for
custom maps to be shared directly between players in-game: say that you wanted
to play a custom map but had no idea how to get a hold of it, you need not scour
the internet in search for it but simply join a hosted online game playing that
map and it will instantly be downloaded to your PC. This meant that anyone
could join any custom game and play, and later be able to host a game themselves
online using the downloaded map.

Figure 2.3: The Warcraft III editor, notice the quite complex user interface filled
with features such as the 3D preview of units, an overview map, a file explorer
and a tool palette with contextual tools for each category of editable entities.

http://www.hiveworkshop.com
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An Unexpected Turn of Events

The most astonishing thing about the Warcraft III map editor is that it has
contributed immensely to the creation of one now well established and by all
accounts huge game genre. This being the MOBA, or Multiplayer Online Bat-
tle Arena, game genre. The MOBA genre has its origins in a map created with
the Warcraft III map editor called Defense of the Ancients, or DotA for short.
There had existed similar custom created maps before this with the same core
concept but with DotA the genre really kicked off and professional tournaments
started being held for it where players could win money and make a name for
themselves. It also led to a resurgence in sales of Warcraft III with people buying
it just to play DotA and not the actual game itself8. As popularity of the genre
rose game developers started making standalone games of the MOBA category,
with different rates of success. Two games stand out in the crowd, namely the
standalone version of DotA called DotA 2, developed by Valve, and League of
Legends which is developed by Riot Games. These games in themselves repre-
sent a multi-million dollar industry due to ingame mictrotransactions alone9, not
counting revenue from the professional tournaments and contender series being
held and broadcasted live online practically every day. The most popular of these
have millions of viewers each year10 and huge sums money in the prize pool. The
biggest DotA 2 tournament, called The International, crowdfunds large amounts
of its prize pool, which in 2014 reached the amount of ten million dollars11. In
writing hour the prize pool of The International 2015 has already reached fifteen
million dollars, and counting. All this came as a result of allowing, and supply-
ing proper tools for, the creation of custom user content. The original DotA is
still being played to this day and Warcraft III sold about three million copies as
late as 201312, over ten years after release. This shows great game longevity and
replayability, and with that also a lot of additional revenue. This should further
show the importance of user created content and especially perhaps especially the
relevance of level editors in games.

8http://www.mcvuk.com/news/read/moba-the-story-so-far/0133335
9http://www.pcgamer.com/league-of-legends-has-made-almost-1-billion-in-microtransactions/

10http://www.riotgames.com/articles/20141201/1628/worlds-2014-numbers
11http://wiki.teamliquid.net/dota2/The_International/
12http://www.statisticbrain.com/blizzard-entertainment-statistics/

http://www.mcvuk.com/news/read/moba-the-story-so-far/0133335
http://www.pcgamer.com/league-of-legends-has-made-almost-1-billion-in-microtransactions/
http://www.riotgames.com/articles/20141201/1628/worlds-2014-numbers
http://wiki.teamliquid.net/dota2/The_International/
http://www.statisticbrain.com/blizzard-entertainment-statistics/


Chapter 3
Planning and Execution

3.1 Timeplan
The master thesis work was planned to be executed over a period of approximately
twenty weeks. The first few weeks would be dedicated to introducing me to
the subject and the codebase, along with the literary study and other research.
Then would come the iterative implementation and testing, to be followed by the
finalizing of the report and preparation of the presentation. During all this time,
intermittent report writing was to be conducted as well, to avoid having to write
the report in its entirety at a late stage in the project.

Figure 3.1: The initial timeplan, submitted and accepted before the start of the
project.

Due to some delay in the implementation phase however, mostly due to exter-
nal dependencies, the timeplan had to be changed during the course of the project
to account for the delay. This resulted in the loss of some early report writing
time but did not alter the timeplan significantly. Research was also finished one
week early, as such the effective implementation and testing time was increased
by approximately two weeks.

16
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Figure 3.2: The final timeplan, changed mostly due to some delay in the imple-
mentation time.

3.2 Literary Study
The literary study was to be conducted to further my understanding within sev-
eral fields relevant to my master thesis work. The knowledge resulting from this
literary study would then be applied on the implementation of the editor itself.
Points of interest to the research would include, but not be limited to, the follow-
ing:

• Usability and usability testing

• Ludology

• Playability and replayability

• Tools for custom content creation and their impact on games

• Game design

• Interface design, with special focus on game interfaces

Results of the literary study will be presented in the Theory section of this
report, they will also be used as basis for analysis in the later chapters.

3.3 Level Editor Study
The study of level editors in other games was done in hopes of discerning existing
industry standards, find inspiration and ideas toward the implementation of my
level editor, and identifying standards of good and bad practice. The study was
performed on both PC and console games to also discern the difference in how ed-
itors are implemented on different platforms, what limitations are usually present
on consoles and how those limitations are handled. Main focus was put toward
researching console versions of these editors since there are no real limitations to
how such a tool can be implemented on the PC. The main games researched, and
on which platform, were the following, in no particular order:
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• Warcraft III (PC)

• Heroes of Might and Magic III (PC)

• Halo 4 (Xbox 360)

• Modnation Racers (Playstation 3)

• Little Big Planet 3 (Playstation 3)

• Trials Evolution (Xbox 360)

3.4 Implementation and Testing
Paper prototyping and flow charting of the design was before the actual imple-
mentation, the charting was done in Microsoft Visio1. The actual implementation
of the level editor was programmed mostly in Lua2, and work was done in an iter-
ative fashion using the agile development method SCRUM3. Task assignment and
error reporting was done using the online issue tracking software JIRA4. Iterative
testing was performed through "Think Aloud" user testing and heuristic evalua-
tion, the used heuristics are presented in the Heuristic Evaluation section of the
report. Heuristic evaluation was performed mainly by me, in the role of expert
user, but I was aided in the endeavor by the other programmers. User testing was
done in three iterations of three users, the users were a mix of experienced QA
testers, programmers and artists here at Arctic. This group of users fit the sought
after user profile, namely players with at least some experience in playing video
games, and an expertise in playing and testing Magicka 2 varying from novice to
expert level. According to Nielsens user testing model, presented in the Testing
section of this report, this would find most of the common usability problems
present in the editor, and coupled with the heuristic evaluation this testing setup
should prove adequate to the scope of this thesis.

1https://products.office.com/en-us/visio/flowchart-software
2http://www.lua.org/
3https://www.scrumalliance.org/why-scrum
4https://www.atlassian.com/software/jira

https://products.office.com/en-us/visio/flowchart-software
http://www.lua.org/
https://www.scrumalliance.org/why-scrum
https://www.atlassian.com/software/jira


Chapter 4
Theory

4.1 Ludology
To understand playability and replayability as concepts one must first define what
it means for us to play games, as well as why and how we do it. This can be
done with the help of the scientific discipline known as Ludology, or Play Theory.
Ludology is an interdisciplinary field devoted to the study of play, games and the
phenomena surrounding them. It has during later years grown to encompass an
increasing amount of disciplines as gaming overall has increased significantly in
modern society and thus interest in the scientific study of it. In Huizinga’s most
prominent work Homo Ludens, he tries to give answer to what it really means
to play and what significance it has in culture and society (Huizinga 1980). He
states that trying to identify the reason we play as a single biological purpose is
pointless, instead he proposes play to be reason in itself and that play has a far
more fundamental purpose than just fulfilling any biological needs. He also states
that fun, while being an integral part in the very core of play, lacks any sufficient
logical interpretation and that the absorption found while playing and having fun
is its "fundamental quality". In Homo Ludens he introduced the concept of play
being like a magic circle that the players willingly enter when playing. The idea
being that when we play we enter a temporary alternate world separate from
our own, where other rules and possibilities are present than in the real world.
A game would then represent a certain magic circle that the players enter when
playing it, an expression of play that has it’s own rules and possibilities. In this
world a strict set of rules apply and create absolute order, if anyone should ignore
these rules the game loses meaning and the circle is broken. If we are for example
playing Settlers of Catan1 and a player starts building things for which he or she
lacks the required resources then not only is the player removing the tension in
who is going to win, an important factor in why we play, but the illusion of being
settlers in the fantasy world of Catan is broken. No settler in Catan could ever
build a house or a road without the required resources, the magic circle is broken,
play loses meaning entirely and falls apart.

1http://www.catan.com/
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Huizinga also observed that playing together with other people often makes
play more enjoyable and tends to lead to the creation of tight knit playing groups.
And that if a player on betrays the order of the magic circle he or she is at risk to
be forcefully removed from the gaming group, indefinitely. Huizinga summarized
his definition of play thusly: "...a free activity standing quite consciously outside
“ordinary” life as being “not serious,” but at the same time absorbing the player
intensely and utterly. It is an activity connected with no material interest, and
no profit can be gained by it. It proceeds within its own proper boundaries of
time and space according to fixed rules and in an orderly manner. It promotes
the formation of social groupings which tend to surround themselves with secrecy
and to stress their difference from the common world by disguise or other means."
(Huizinga 1980).
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4.2 Immersion and Distraction
The absorption Huizinga identified as the fundamental quality of play, the en-
tering into the magic circle, is in gaming today referred to as immersion (Krall,
Menzies 2012). If a game easily transfers you into its alternate world and allows
you to become deeply invested and engaged within, it is said to have a high level
of immersion. Breaks in immersion is in turn caused by distractions, distractions
being anything that successfully transports you out of the magic circle (Krall,
Menzies 2012). Immersion is very important in video games, since games with
a high level of immersion are innately more resilient to distractions and thus
by extension able to better sustain what Huizinga identified as the fundamental
quality of play. Immersion, or presence within the magic circle, in video games
can of course take different form and be achieved in different ways (Lombard,
Ditton 1997). The game Skyrim is an open-world, non-linear fantasy roleplaying
game that is generally considered to possess a very high degree of immersion.
It possesses many of the immersive qualities outlined by Lombard and Ditton,
such as good image quality, a high level of interactivity in a well designed and
huge fantasy world, unobtrusive but rich storytelling, believable characters and
good incentive to suspend disbelief. ARMA is an entirely different game, a re-
alistic, online multiplayer, first person shooter and is perhaps not generally seen
as immersive as a game like Skyrim, but it too offers a great amount of presence
although in a somewhat different way. It creates presence by having the player
interact with a large number of other players, through both text and voice, in
an experience that is not a pre-constructed story and has a high level of realism
in both the simulation as well as the authenticity of the equipment and vehicles
used by the players in the game.
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4.3 Man, Play and Games
Roger Caillois, another prominent name in ludology, wrote in his book Man, Play
and Games that although Huizinga’s work was in itself brilliant, his definition of
play was far too limited and that his work was "...not a study of games, but an
inquiry into the creative quality of the play principle in the domain of culture..."
(Caillois 2001). Caillois then goes on to propose his own definition of play, based
on Huizinga’s previous work, that defines play as an activity that is essentially:

1. Free: in which playing is not obligatory; if it were, it would at once lose its
attractive and joyous quality as diversion.

2. Separate: circumscribed within limits of space and time, defined and fixed
in advance.

3. Uncertain: the course of which cannot be determined, nor the result
attained beforehand, and some latitude for innovations being left to the
player’s initiative.

4. Unproductive: creating neither goods, nor wealth, nor new elements of
any kind; and, except for the exchange of property among the players,
ending in a situation identical to that prevailing at the beginning of the
game.

5. Governed by rules: under conventions that suspend ordinary laws, and
for the moment establish new legislation, which alone counts.

6. Make-believe: accompanied by a special awareness of a second reality or
of a free unreality, as against real life.

This more extensive definition of play is perhaps better suited for use when
talking about video games as an expression of play and what motivation drives us
to choose to play a certain game over another, but Huizingas proposed magic circle
is in no way refuted by Caillois work. Using this definition of play would however
also mean that playing video games professionally is not an actual expression of
play, as it is no longer free nor unproductive. A professional player must take
part in planned matches, matches that are heavily monetized and create wealth
for both the players and the organizers of the event. One could also argue that
most of the make-believe portion of play is lost in professional gaming since the
fantastic elements of any professionally played game must be analyzed and boiled
down to the actual game mechanics they represent, breaking the make-believe
surrounding them.
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In Man, Play and Games Caillois also defines a system to use when formally
classifying games. He proposes that games be classified under one of four fun-
damental categories depending on which "original principle" is most dominant
within it and in turn what kind of motivation drives a player to play a certain
game (Caillois 2001). He identifies these original principles as:

• Agôn (Competition): A group of games characterized by their innate
competitiveness, such as football or DotA. The outcome of these games
should ideally be determined wholly by the skill of the competing entities
and so the strive for absolute artificial equality, or balance, is of the utmost
importance.

• Alea (Chance): Games that fall under this category stand as the antithesis
of Agôn, namely because their outcome is far from solely dependent on the
skill of the competitors but instead dependent almost wholly on chance, or
luck. Caillois states that "Alea signifies and reveals the favor of destiny"
and identifies roulette as a prime example of an Alea type of game.

• Mimicry (Imitation): Mimicry games do not only create an imaginary
world in which the player must reside during play but it also requires the
player to take the role, or imitate, an imagined character in such a way that
is believable within the context of the imaginary world. A costume contest
at a masquerade ball would be a good example of a game in the mimicry
category. But a complex tabletop roleplaying game where the player takes
the role of a hero or heroine in an imaginary world, and has to act in
accordance to the laws of the land and the wills of its inhabitants to win, is
also a good example. And so is the roleplaying video game based on that
tabletop roleplaying game.

• Ilinx (Vertigo): Games that fall under the Ilinx category are those that
somehow distort our perception and create the rushing feeling of vertigo,
or an almost pleasurable panic. Be it the actual vertigo achieved when for
example jumping from a great height or the perceived vertigo achieved by
partaking in mystic rituals utilizing hallucinogens or other techniques to
trick the mind. These games are the games usually performed by so called
"daredevils" or "adrenaline junkies", but many video games can easily fall
under this category as well. A well designed horror game can elicit extreme
emotional response in a player, making him or hear scream frightfully in
an almost panicked state and lose track of the game itself entirely. Many
games also utilize actual audio and video distortions and effects to actively
alter the players perception of the game.
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Caillois also proposed that all games, regardless of which category to which
they may belong, can be placed somewhere on a scale measuring how much rules,
structure and challenge factor into the game itself (Caillois 2001). To one side of
this scale lies Paidia, which Caillois indentifies as the primary power of improvi-
sation and joy, an unstructured fantasy if you will. To the other side lies Ludus,
the will to be challenged by extreme difficulty and to play a very structured game
which takes great skill and effort to master. An embodiment of Paidia can for
example be the aimless play of a small child, a game that lacks any formal rules
or has any purpose except the joy of play itself. An embodiment of Ludus can in-
stead be the pursuit of mastery in an extremely complex abstract strategy game
such as Go, or the playing of an extremely difficult video game such as Dark
Souls, a game in which you are expected to fail repeatedly before succeeding, if
you ever succeed at all that is.

Figure 4.1: A chart outlining the categorization of games as proposed by Caillois.
The asterisk on lotteries is explained in the book as: "A simple lottery consists of
the one basic drawing. In a complex lottery there are many possible combinations.
A continuing lottery (e.g . Irish Sweepstakes) is on e consisting of two or more
stages, the winner of the first stage being granted the opportunity to participate
in a second lottery." (Caillois 2001).
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4.4 Playability and Replayability
Playability is, like replayability, an abstract concept in gaming that refers to if
a game is playable at all, or not. A game has to be playable before it can be
replayable, and for a game to be playable it has to provide enough immersion
and a limited amount of distraction so as to allow the player to enter and sustain
the magic circle of play (Krall, Menzies 2012). It is however also important that
a game fulfills whatever motivation that the player seeks when playing a certain
game. A player might aim to play a video game of the Ilinx category, say for
example a horror game, in hopes that he or she will experience a lot of frightful and
intense moments throughout the game. If the game fails to elicit those emotional
responses from the player, it could be that it is simply not scary enough, then
the player will sooner or later deem it unplayable and quit. This is not quite the
same as a distraction however, the player can still be successfully immersed in the
game world and perhaps even still enjoy it somewhat by a secondary motivation
being fulfilled, although a lack in the sought after experience can quickly lead
to annoyance, or perhaps disappointment, and become a severe distraction. A
players motivations for play can however never be fulfilled without immersion.
The player playing the horror game will for example never become really scared
unless he or she actually believes in the illusion that whatever is chasing them
can actually harm them. If that is not the case then the magic circle has been
broken and play has already fallen apart. Krall and Menzies propose a model on
the stages of play that a player goes through, ranging from the initial first glance
and purchase to the first play, to the replay and finally the quitting of the game.
Game play, or replay, takes place at once after the initial play session has ended
and the game is deemed playable, and then continues for a time, depending on
the game’s level of replayability, until the player loses interest in the game and
quits. When quitting a game the player enters what is referred to as the "Time
Stream", the player will reside in this stage until another game to play is found
and during this time the motivation to play the previously quit game can increase
and the player might pick it up again (Krall, Menzies 2012), the reasons for this
vary but some of them will be discussed later in the text.

Distraction can be hard to define in video games, partly because what causes
distraction varies wildly between different players, but also because it is deter-
mined by a quite large number of different technical, mechanical, environmental
and content related factors. If a game for example has poor technical optimization
and does not run properly it can be deemed unplayable, as well as if it contains
a lot of technical errors and bugs. Poorly designed game mechanics and lack of
enjoyable, or sought after, gameplay elements and features can also render a game
unplayable, as well as poor UI design and usability. And if the game contains
content deemed too distasteful to the user that can also amount to a distrac-
tion. Some players might not care about loud noises or physical distractions in
their environment while it breaks immersion instantly for others. Distraction,
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Figure 4.2: The stages of play and the transitions between them as proposed by
Krall and Menzies.

and in turn playability, is therefore almost always subjective, not everyone likes
the same kind of game mechanics and content in certain types of games, and
everyone has a different tolerance level when it comes to technical errors, bugs
and environmental factors. If the game is available on the PC one must also take
into account the fact that different players may use completely different hard-
ware and so experience different technical distractions. A game that is initially
deemed unplayable for various reasons can of course be deemed playable at a later
point in time, severe technical flaws can for example be fixed by the developer or
maybe the game mechanics themselves are improved in subsequent game updates.

For a game then to be replayable it has to be playable over and over again,
as the name implies. So depending on the player’s motivation for playing a cer-
tain game, what fulfills that motivation for a player must be replicable over and
over again in a meaningful way to achieve true replayability. And so if playability
is the act of establishing the magic circle, then replayability can be defined as the
act of re-establishing the same magic circle at a later point in time (Frattesi et al.
2011), and as long as it is possible for a player to become sufficiently immersed
in a game and fulfill the sought after motivation, it has replay value. If we go
back to the Ilinx horror video game example, that particular game is playable
if the player can be succesfully immersed in the game world while feeling that
the primary motivation for play is being fulfilled. The primary motivation to
play that game always remains constant, i.e. the game will not suddenly change
category between plays, but the motivation to replay a game is by no means
constant, although it is of course almost always closely related to the primary
reason for playing. Frattesi, Griesbach, Leith and Shaffer identify five main as-
pects of replayability that, if properly implemented, can add greatly to a player’s
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motivation for replaying a game (Frattesi et al. 2011):

• Difficulty: By allowing players to choose an initial difficulty setting before
playing the game and making sure that the difficulty scales in accordance
with the increase in player skill and in-game power, a game can further im-
prove replayability by keeping the level of challenge appropriate throughout
the game. A player that has a low skill level and perhaps wants to prac-
tice, or simply does not want a great challenge, can pick a lower difficulty
setting and play through the game more leisurely, and then maybe increase
the difficulty and play through it again. A player with a high skill level,
or someone looking for a greater challenge, can choose a harder difficulty
setting and face heavier opposition in the game. Balancing difficulty is im-
portant because if a player feels that the game is far to easy and offers no
real challenge, then he or she might not finish the game at all, or simply
play through it quickly once and then put it aside to never pick up again.
The same holds if a player thinks that a game is far too hard and too chal-
lenging, because then the player might stop playing out of frustration or
not be able to finish the game at all, because of the overwhelming difficulty.
This is of course very subjective and many games, such as the previously
mentioned Dark Souls, market themselves as very difficult and challenging
games and therefore attracts players looking for a great challenge. But such
games still need to scale and balance their difficulty appropriately, because
some players will eventually master the overwhelming difficulty and need a
further increase in challenge.

• Completion: Game developers can add to the replayability of a game by
designing it so that the choices made by the player impacts the unfolding
of the story, its characters and the world around it in significant ways, and
make the story progression non-linear, allowing the player to choose how,
when and where to make progress in the story. This encourages players
to replay the game, choose differently and see how it all turns out vastly
different from the last time around. Many games are also designed so that
it is impossible to fully complete it in one playthrough. Dragon Age: In-
quisition for example only allows you to unlock certain companions, quests
and items by making choices that in turn makes it impossible to unlock
other companions, quests and items in that playthrough. Special unlock-
ables such as achievements and rare items or companions will also add to a
game’s replayability. If the player is aware of it then he or she might scour
the entire game world in search of this rare item or replay the game multiple
times in attempt to complete a certain achievement.
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• Social: If a game has a multiplayer component on top of the single player
campaign, which many games today have, then it allows for additional
social interaction in and around the game. The arguably most important
part of this social interaction that comes with the addition of a multiplayer
component is the act of playing together. Group play adds cooperative
and competitive elements to a game as well as direct social interaction
between players and the will to improve one’s skill in the game, all of which
can motivate a player to replay a game. Competition is perhaps especially
important in relation to replayability since mastering a game in multiplayer,
against other actual players, requires a great amount of skill and therefore a
great amount of practice, i.e. replay. Discussion is another important social
aspect when it comes to replayability. If a game has a vibrant community
and is actively discussed it will help encourage new players to buy the game,
but also old players to replay it. The topic of discussion can be anything
from tactics and gameplay mechanics to the story and lore of the world, as
long as it keeps the game in the forefront of the participant’s mind it will
encourage play, and replay. Having a multiplayer component present in the
game also adds to replayability simply because there exists additional game
modes for the player to try and perhaps additional unlockables as well.

• Randomization: Adding elements of randomization to the game can in-
crease replayability immensely. This can be anything from randomized
equipment, quests and level layouts to the bullet spread of an in-game
firearm. No matter what it is, randomization ensures that no matter how
many times you replay a game the experience is never the same as last time,
which increases replayability and decreases the feeling of repetitiveness that
can be apparent when replaying a game. The core gameplay must of course
remain the same, to much randomization can make the game feel unstruc-
tured and also remove some of the perceived impact the player’s actions
have in the game. The amount of randomization does not have to be very
high to have an impact either, it just has to be done where it counts. A
good example of this in the game Diablo II, a roleplaying game with high
emphasis on combat, exploration and character development. Diablo II uti-
lizes randomization when it comes to the level layout, placement and type
of enemies present, the equipment and gold they drop when killed and the
properties that those pieces of equipment possess. Since heavy emphasis
is placed on these encounters and how they contribute to character devel-
opment, i.e. through experience, gold and equipment gain, the impact of
randomizing these elements is significant, but does not change the core me-
chanics of the game itself. The level layouts are not subject to a very high
amount of randomization between playthroughs, but they are still some-
what randomly generated so that levels are never exactly the same. They
may share a striking resemblance but not even veteran players can with
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all certainty rush straight to the level objectives without exploring at least
some of the level first, which will lead to encounters with enemies and re-
sult in possible character development. And so the randomized level layouts
have a very big impact on replayability as well, forcing the player to inter-
act with the well designed core mechanics of the game in each playthrough,
without actually being very random.

• "The Experience": "The Experience" (Frattesi et al. 2011) is an emer-
gent aspect of games that can arise when a certain game manages to provide
the player with something he or she feels is truly unique and cannot be repli-
cated in any other game. This is of course very subjective and it is possible
that the player cannot pinpoint exactly what gives rise to "The Experience"
in a certain game, be it the mechanics, narrative, world or that special feel-
ing the game manages to evoke in the player. If a game manages to give rise
to this phenomenon then it will most definitely be replayed since it offers
something that no other game can replicate. Methods used to create "The
Experience" in a game varies and can be hard to identify, there are however
three main methods that are often used:

1. Game Mechanics: By designing unique game mechanics, or the in-
teraction between them, a game can set itself apart from all other
games. This is usually achieved by the invention of new, surprising,
game mechanics and interactions that has not yet been seen in other
games.

2. Connection: Designing a game so that it manages to establish a
unique personal connection with the player can give rise to "The Ex-
perience". If you for example create a story with events and characters
that evoke a great emotional response within the player, it will create
an emotional connection with the player and so be remembered. By
later recalling that memory a player can then be encouraged to replay
the game and experience it once more.

3. Customization: Allowing for customization options such as character
and map creation can give rise to "The Experience" as well, since play-
ers are given the power and responsibility to create it for themselves. A
player could for example create an inherently good character and play
through the game, acting like a good character would, and then create
an inherently evil character and play the game again but this time in
line with the character’s evil disposition. Not only does this increase
replayability, it also gives players the power to determine themselves
exactly how to play the game and how to identify themselves within
it.
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All these aspects are subjective in their nature, especially "The Experience",
and also tie together with each other somewhat. The achievement aspect of com-
pletion often turns into a social thing when displaying the rare achievements and
unlockables that you have successfully completed, giving you bragging rights.
Steam, one of the most popular social gaming platforms available today, even
allows you to see how large a percentile of players have completed a certain
achievement in a game and displays all your achievements for others to see. This
further adds to the social completion aspect of the game and also helps create
a personal connection to the game. If I for example complete an achievement
that only one percent of all other players have completed then I will probably
develop a more personal connection to that game, as well as making sure that
my rare achievement completion is shown to the members of my playing group.
This holds true for difficulty and randomization as well, completing a game on
the hardest difficulty setting and completing the achievement that comes with
that, will certainly grant you some bragging rights. And if you manage to obtain
a phenomenally rare and powerful piece of randomized equipment you will be
wanting to show it in action to the members of your playing group.

To summarize then, when I talk about playability I am referring to the sim-
ple fact if a game is at all playable or not. A game is either playable or not
playable, but that can of course change with time if a game is further developed.
When talking about replayability I am referring to the possibility of recreating
the magic circle of play when replaying a game, that is being able to re-immerse
oneself in it successfully once more. Note that a game can have a varying degree
of replayability and that it has more to do with the subjective reasons for wanting
to replay a game, which of course vary over time, than the more technical reasons
determining playability.
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4.5 Usability
Usability as a concept is hard to define since it encompasses so many different
aspects. Something does not possess a high level of usability just because it is easy
to learn for example. In his book Usability Engineering, Jakob Nielsen defines
the abstract concept of usability in terms of five measurable components, that if
properly implemented contribute to a high level of usability (Nielsen 1993):

• Learnability: The system should be easy to learn so that a user can start
working efficiently with it as quickly as possible.

• Efficiency: The system should be efficient to use, so that when the user
has learned to use the system then he or she can reach a high level of
productivity when using it.

• Memorability: When learned, how to use the system should be easy to
remember, so that infrequent users are able to return to using the system
after some period of time without having to learn everything all over again.

• Errors: The system should have a low error rate, so that users commit
few errors while using it and can easily recover from those errors that do
occur. The system should also be free of so called catastrophic errors that
are hard to recover from, for example errors that unbeknownst to be user
compromises their work product or causes a complete loss of their work.

• Satisfaction: The system should be pleasant to use, both in look and feel,
so that users are subjectively satisfied when using it, i.e. they like it.
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Nielsen also proposed a set of usability heuristics, or design principles, that
should be used when designing and evaluating a UI with respect to usability
(Nielsen 1993):

• Simple and natural dialogue: Dialogues should not contain information
that is irrelevant or rarely needed. Every extra unit of information present in
a dialogue competes with the relevant units of information and diminishes
their relative visibility. All information should appear in a natural and
logical order.

• Speak the user’s language: All dialogue should be expressed clearly in
words, phrases and concepts familiar to the user, rather than in system-
oriented terms.

• Minimize the users memory load: Users should not have to remember
information from one part of the dialogue to another. Instructions for use
of the system should be visible or easily retrievable whenever appropriate.

• Consistency: The system should be consistent not only in screen design
but also in functionality and structure. Users should not have to wonder
whether different words, situations or actions mean the same thing. If users
know that the same command or action will always have the same effect,
they will feel more confident using the system.

• Feedback: The system should always keep users informed about what is
happening, through appropriate feedback within reasonable time.

• Clearly marked exits: Users often choose system functions by mistake
and will therefore need a clearly marked "emergency exit" to leave the
unwanted state without having having to go through an extended dialogue.

• Shortcuts: Also called accelerators, unseen or unknown to the novice user,
can often speed up the interaction with the system for expert users, so that
it can cater to both inexperienced and experienced users.

• Good error messages: Error messages should be expressed in plain lan-
guage, be devoid of obscure error codes, precisely indicate the problem and
constructively suggest a solution.

• Prevent errors: Even better than good error messages is a careful design
that prevents an error from occurring in the first place.

• Help and documentation: It is best if a system requires no documen-
tation at all to use, but it may be necessary to provide such help and
documentation regardless. Any such information should then be easy to
search, be focused on the users tasks, list concrete steps to be carried out
to achieve a certain result and not be too large.
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Many of the heuristics discussed later in this thesis are based, at least par-
tially, on these "Nielsen heuristics" and the usability ideas that they represent.

Another work that is widely renowned and cited in usability and user-centered
design is The Design of Everyday Things, written by Donald A. Norman. In his
book Norman identifies seven fundamental principles of design that one should
adhere to when designing a product, any product, to make it more usable and
increase the chances of it conveying a positive user experience (Norman 2013):

• Discoverability: Is determined by the possibility to correctly determine
the current state of the product and what actions are possible in the current
state. Discoverability is a fundamental principle in itself but is also strongly
dependent on the other six principles since they all contribute to the overall
discoverability of the product.

• Feedback: Feedback, or communicating the results of an action, is a vital
mechanism because it lets the user know that what they do has an actual
impact on the system and that any requests made are being actively pro-
cessed. Feedback must also be immediate because if the user is kept waiting
for too long without feedback that their request is being handled then he
or she may quit waiting for the system. This will not only mean a negative
user experience for the user, the resources spent trying to handle the user’s
request will be lost as well. Say that a user is trying to play a video game but
whenever he or she tries to start a level they are met by a completely black
screen that provides no information whatsoever about what is happening
or why, what does the user do? Perhaps they wait for a while, hoping that
the black screen is temporary, but sooner or later the lack of feedback will
lead to the conclusion that their request is not handled properly and they
will terminate the application. As it happens this black screen was tem-
porary, it was just the loading screen present when the game prepares for
the transition in to the game itself and it was present for such a long time
because the game has to load a large amount of assets into memory. The
user had no way of knowing this however, and so perhaps they concluded
that the game had frozen or crashed and terminated the application just
as it had loaded ninety percent of the required assets into memory. And so
the user is annoyed that her or she has bought a game that does not work
properly and the computational power and memory required for the asset
load goes to waste unless the user restarts the game and tries again, which
is unlikely since they now think they game is malfunctioning. This scenario
could have been avoided by simply adding a text saying "Please wait...",
although that does not solve the problem entirely either. Poorly designed
feedback, like a sequence of flashing lights, beeping sounds or in this case
a far to general "Please wait...", is not good either as it does not tell the
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user anything unless he or she has preexisting knowledge as to what these
flashing lights for example actually mean, which can be very difficult if there
are lots of combinations to remember. In the video game example a good
solution would be a "Loading..." text coupled with a continuously updating
progress bar, keeping the user informed of what exactly is happening, that
their request is being actively processed and its progression. One has to
be vary with too much feedback as well since it can become a nuisance for
the user and contribute to a bad experience. Take for example the warning
sounded in modern cars when the driver has not locked in his seatbelt before
starting the engine, a vital piece of feedback to help the driver remember to
put on his seatbelt before driving. In some cars there is a disctict beep or
two, coupled with a text or light clearly indicating that the seatbelt is the
cause of the feedback. In some other cars however, there is no indicating
light or text and the beeping is a loud continuous beeping that does not
stop until the seatbelt is fastened. This will most likely cause the driver to
become very annoyed and seek some way to turn of the important safety
feedback, and if he or she drives the car for the first time then they might
not even know what it is for, which will prompt an even worse experience.
This however also helps to illustrate another important point when it comes
to feedback, namely the balancing of feedback severity, obtrusiveness and
priority. Is it good that the seatbelt remembrance feedback is more toned
down? Perhaps not, if you do forget to put on your seatbelt and then have
an accident, the risk for serious injury is so very much higher than if you
had remembered to put it on. If the feedback had been very obtrusive and
unavoidable, unless you actually put on your seatbelt, then you would most
likely not have forgotten to put it on. And if the feedback is more toned
down and you have additional startup check feedback that also indicates
with sounds and lights, as you usually have in cars, they risk overpower-
ing the seatbelt feedback even though they are significantly less important.
Should the feedback indicating that your phone has successfully paired with
your car via Bluetooth be more distinct than the feedback warning that you
are putting your life in danger by not wearing your seatbelt?
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• Affordances: An affordance is a relationship between an object’s prop-
erties and an interacting agent’s capabilities, that determines exactly how
the agent can interact with the object in question. If we for example take
me as an agent and an orange as the object. I can peel, eat and throw
the orange at least ten meters, so for me the orange affords eating, peeling
and throwing further than ten meters. Then we look at a person who is
fatally allergic to oranges and their relationship to an orange. This person
can perhaps peel the orange without dying but they can most certainly
not risk eating it, and so the orange does not afford eating. And if this
other person has also broken their throwing arm then the orange does not
afford throwing further than ten meters either. The relationship that this
person has toward eating or properly throwing an orange is instead called
an anti-affordance, or the prevention of interaction. Problems arise when
affordances and anti-affordances are not properly signaled, i.e. they are
not perceivable, because even though they are not perceivable they are still
very much in effect. This becomes very apparent if we for example take a
look at the affordances present between a person and a glass door. Glass is
transparent and so it affords looking through, it is however still solid and
so it does not afford passing through, an anti-affordance. Glass however
does not signal that it is solid, and thus impassable, very well since it is
transparent. If a person then does not properly perceive the anti-affordance
property of being impassable offered by the glass door, that is when they
risk walking head first into it. The anti-affordance is not perceivable and
therefore not very effective in stopping people from trying to walk through
the solid glass door.

• Signifiers: Signifiers are very important because they give us the clues
and guidance necessary to develop internal models of how things in our
surrounding work and their meaning, revealing their affordances and anti-
affordances. If we go back to the earlier example regarding glass doors then
a good signifier of the glass door’s solidity, that causes the anti-affordance
of being impassable, would be to partially stain the glass. This would
effectively signal that the glass door is solid and in turn make the anti-
affordance much more perceivable. For example if a person would come
upon a door that he or she has never opened before, signifiers on that door
will help the person to infer how to successfully open it. In this case the
shape and form of the handle could be a sufficient signifier on how to open
the door. This kind of signifier is simply a perceived affordance, as is for
example the physical structure of a light switch, but they can be powerful
signifiers as well. These perceived affordances can however be ambiguous
and misleading. If the door for example lacks a handle, that is a clear
signifier that it cannot be opened, a perceived anti-affordance. But it could
very well be so that it opens, but only if you speak the correct password.
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This is an example of a misleading signifier, these kind of signifiers can be
either accidental or made on purpose, in this case perhaps to discourage
people from trying to open the door. If the perceivable affordances of the
door proves ambiguous or insufficient then hopefully there is some other
kind of instruction present to signal how the door should be operated, this
could for example be a sign next to the handle saying "Push" or "Pull".
This is an example of a signifier that is not simply a perceived affordance,
it is an explicit instruction designed to help the user interact with the door,
a planned signifier. Planned signifiers can of course cause confusion and
ambiguity if poorly designed, especially if they conflict with the perceived
affordances of an object. Another clear signifier of how this door in question
is opened could for example be found on the floor beneath it, in the form of
scratches left by the door after being opened, showing clearly which way the
door swings open. This an example of an accidental signifier, which can be
an even better indicator of how the object is operated, its affordances and
its anti-affordances. It is also important to remember that signifiers only
have an effect if they are perceivable and that whether they are perceivable
or not hinges on a lot of different factors, both cultural, biological and
environmental. A sign written next to a door handle giving instructions
on how to open it means very little to someone who is blind or does not
understand the language in which the sign is written. And perhaps where
I come from a door handle placed on the right side of the door is a clear
signal indicating that it opens inwards, but in my current environment that
does not hold true at all and so for me it becomes a misleading signifier
instead, that only gives rise to confusion and helps naught.

• Mappings: A mapping is the relationship between the elements of two
different sets of objects. On a piano for example, there exists a distinct
mapping between each key and the note that it sounds off if pressed. If
we look at an object and the mapping between its controls and the results
of performing a certain action with those controls is easily determined by
the user, then he or she will be able to quickly create a good conceptual
model for how to operate the object in question as well. A mapping is
easily determined if it is natural, i.e. it takes advantage of different spatial
analogies that help the user come to an immediate understanding of the
mapping. And an object is in turn easy to use if its controls and displays
utilize these natural mappings. A good example of a natural mapping is how
we steer a bicycle, turning the handle right makes the bike go right and vice
versa. This also helps explain why it is so difficult to ride a trick bicycle
that has had its steering reversed, it is just such a completely unnatural
mapping and does not conform to our regular conceptual model of how a
bike should be operated. Another example of a natural mapping is if the
light switches in a room are placed in the same order, or pattern, as the
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lights to which they correspond. Natural mappings can also be created
with the help of Gestalt laws2 such as proximity and similarity. If a switch
is close to whatever it controls then it is easy to understand the mapping
between them, and if a colored switch corresponds to a light which is of the
same color then it is easy to understand the mapping between them due to
their similarity. It is important to remember that some natural mappings
are in fact cultural or biological, meaning that a mapping that is natural
for me is not necessarily universally natural and might make no sense to
someone from another culture.

• Conceptual Model: A conceptual model can be summarized as an, often
very simplified, explanation of how an object works. It does not have to ac-
curately explain all the inner workings of the object so long as it helps create
an understanding of the object and induce a feeling of control. Conceptual
models are usually inferred from the object itself. The object rarely offers
much assistance in itself however, so the model is usually constructed from
experience or perhaps from reading the manual. Models can also be passed
on from person to person, a father teaches his son how to operate the family
lawnmower and passes on his model of how it works to the son. There can
of course exist multiple conceptual models for an object, an expert on cars
most likely has a far more advanced model of how the car operates than the
average motorist, yet they are both useful in their own right. There exists
a lot of erroneous models as well, or just oversimplified ones, that can cause
difficulties when using the object in question. Take the lawnmower example
for instance, the father teaches his son how to use the lawnmower and that
if he has troubles starting it he should try priming it by pressing the primer
button five times. The father has a far more advanced conceptual model of
the lawnmower than the son and knows that by priming it five times the
right amount of fuel will be sprayed into the carburetor and it will usually
start on the first try. The son intently listens as his father tries to explain
how the lawnmower works, but he does not quite understand all of it and
so he creates for himself a more simplified model of the lawnmower and its
operation. One that states that if it does not start, press the primer button
five times and then try again. This model will probably work just fine for
the son, until the lawnmower does not start even after pressing the primer
button five times. Faced with this dilemma the son presses the button five
times more and tries again, but it still will not start. He repeats this process
once, perhaps twice, but it still does not start. Because of his simplified
model of how the lawnmower works the son has no idea that he has now
accidentally over-primed the lawnmower by spraying to much fuel into the
carburetor, and that it will not start properly until it has been drained. This
causes the son to become confused and most likely annoyed as well, one of

2https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gestalt_psychology

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gestalt_psychology
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the assumptions that supports his conceptual model of the lawnmower has
failed, proving it to be erroneous. This is a risk with oversimplified models,
they cannot always offer an explanation why things go wrong, or how to
then fix it. In this case the father will probably explain what went wrong,
improving the boy’s conceptual model of the lawnmower. The father could
however also have had an erroneous model of how the lawnmower worked
which he then taught his son, leaving them with no option than to im-
prove their shared conceptual model by studying the manual, or perhaps
ask someone with more lawnmower expertise. In this case the lawnmower
offers little or no assistance in determining how it is to be operated. With-
out previous knowledge you would most likely not be able to infer that the
little red button on top of it is used to prime the engine. When objects do
give clues to how they work and assist with the creation of the conceptual
model, they do this in particular with the help of signifiers, affordances,
constraints and mappings. The lawnmower could have had a small instruc-
tional note next to the primer button that said "Press five times before
first start". This would give some clue as to what the button is actually
used for, it will not however give any ideas of how, or why, it works and
so the conceptual model would still be very simple. Even if the father and
son perhaps could successfully start the lawnmower most of the time with
still simple instruction, it would still most likely lead to problems in the
future. But one could easily create a full working conceptual model from
just looking at, and trying to use, a pair of scissor. One could easily see
that the holes afford inserting ones fingers into. The holes are also signifiers
signaling where you are to insert your fingers. The size of the holes provide
constraints as to which and how many fingers one can insert into them. The
mapping between holes and fingers is clearly signified and constrained by
the holes themselves. You can easily create a full conceptual model of the
scissors and use them just by looking at them since all there is effective use
of signifiers, affordances and constraints. What makes it even easier is that,
contrary from the lawnmower, all the scissors operating parts are clearly
visible and their implications clear. You know what will happen, and how,
if you insert your fingers into the scissors and clamp them together, the
same does not hold for pressing the primer button on the lawnmower.

• Constraints: Constraints in design help us by giving clues as to the correct
interaction with an object as well as the correct interpretation of how it
works, simply by dictating what is possible and makes sense, or not, to do
with it. Constraints are usually divided into four subcategories, physical,
cultural, semantic and logical constraints.

– Physical: Physical constraints limit the possible interactions with and
object through actual physical limitations. You cannot for example
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insert a large quadratic cube into a small circular hole, and it is easy to
see why. The power of physical constraints is that they rely upon real
world physical properties such as size and form, and so they require no
special training of the user to be effective. Physical constraints should
limit the amount of possible actions to be only desired ones, or at least
make those desired actions far more obvious and easily achievable than
the undesired, and possibly dangerous, ones. If properly implemented
they should also be easy to see and interpret before even trying any
action. The cube in the hole example above displays both of these
properties. It is easy to see that the cube will not fit into the circular
hole, even before trying, but it is also impossible to perform such
an undesirable action as putting the cube in the hole, since it will
never fit. An example design that does not do quite as well with
physical constraints is the standard USB-A connector3. The design
of the connector to some extent limits the available interactions, it is
rectangular and so there are only two ways that it could possibly fit
in a port on ones computer, but there is only one that is correct. At
a glance it is not really obvious which of the two is correct however,
to determine which way it should be inserted you have to more closely
inspect both the cable and the port, to determine to which side in
each of them the actual connectors are aligned. Only then can you
with almost utmost certainty correctly connect it on the first try. But
since computers are usually put underneath desks and have most of
their USB-ports to the rear, it is not always very convenient to inspect
the ports themselves. So we make an educated guess which turns out
to be wrong, so we try again only to realize that the first way was
correct but we had aligned the connector slightly wrong in relation
to the connectors, which we cannot readily inspect because of their
placement. This is a common cause for annoyance, even people with
vast experience in computers repeatedly make this mistake. And to
think that it could have been so easily avoided if the initial design had
been done in such a way that the orientation of the cable in relation to
the port did not matter. This example helps to show another problem
that Norman calls the "legacy problem". Too many objects use the
existing standard, i.e. the legacy, and so the cost of changing to a new,
albeit better, standard is far too great to be viable. If we take the
USB-connector as an example, if all new motherboards manufactured
by a certain company from this day on would solely use a new type
of orientation insensitive USB-port, then not only would all existing
USB-devices not work with their motherboard but all new computer

3http://www.usb.org/developers/docs/devclass_docs/CCWG_A_Plug_Form_Factor_
Guideline_Revision_1.0_.pdf

http://www.usb.org/developers/docs/devclass_docs/CCWG_A_Plug_Form_Factor_Guideline_Revision_1.0_.pdf
http://www.usb.org/developers/docs/devclass_docs/CCWG_A_Plug_Form_Factor_Guideline_Revision_1.0_.pdf
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paraphernalia would have to be redesigned to be able to follow this new
standard, a huge cost for manufacturers of such products. This would
most likely lead to the motherboard manufacturer going bankrupt since
their new motherboard, with better and more user friendly ports, that
they spent millions of dollars on to research and manufacture is not
going to sell in any significant volumes at all. Producers are not going
to waste their money on following this new standard unless a majority
of their users are malcontent with they way things are now and the
motherboard manufactures cannot really force the producers to follow
their new standard either. Even if they could, that would only come
about at a very high price and most likely not be worth it either. One
could argue that the motherboard manufacturers just make their new
standard backwards compatible, but there is no guarantee that it is
even possible to make a new and truly improved USB-connector that
is backwards compatible with the old ones in any way. And so the
legacy problem lives on.

– Cultural: Cultural constraints are limitations of possible actions that
are put in place and enforced by the cultural context. This can be
anything from how you are supposed to act at a social gathering to
whom you are supposed to give up your seat in the bus for. These
constraints differs greatly between different cultures and have a ten-
dency to change over time. By following these cultural constraints, if
we are aware of them, we can effectively cope with novel or strange
situations within the current cultural context. These constraints are
also why we sometimes feel uncomfortable or unable to act within a
cultural context where we do not know what behavior is appropriate
and what is not, which can lead to frustration. If you for example
would switch the color of your brake lights to any color except red,
you would most likely run into trouble pretty quickly. Red is the cul-
turally defined standard color for brake lights and so it represents a
cultural constraint.

– Semantic: Semantic constraints are those who rely upon the meaning
of a certain situation, or object, to limit the set of possible and desir-
able actions available. If we go back to the brake light example, its
meaning is to signal to other drivers behind you that you are slowing
down. Therefore there would be no meaning in having the brake lights
on the front of the car because then it loses its purpose: no one behind
you would ever see it. The brake lights are therefore placed on the rear
of the vehicle, as a result of the semantic constraint. Semantic con-
straints can change over time, for example with new technology being
developed as well as the way we interact with it. If for example all cars
in the future are fully automated, would there still be red brake lights
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on them? Their initial purpose is lost since the automated car most
likely will not need to see a flashing brake light to understand that the
car in front is slowing down, they would have sensors indicating that,
removing the need for it. As Norman puts it, "The meanings of today
may not be the meanings of the future".

– Logical: Logical constraints are constraints that limit the possible
and desirable interactions with an object through purely logical rea-
soning, as the name implies. If you for example take apart and repair
something in your home, then put it back together and find that there
is one part left over from the disassembly. You quickly realize that
this particular part should have been re-installed along with the oth-
ers since it was part of the original structure, and thus logic dictates
that it most likely serves some vital purpose. This represents a logical
constraint. Natural mappings are also dictated by logical constraints,
there exists a logical relationship between the spatial or functional lay-
out of objects and the things that they affect or are affected by. This
can be easily explained if we for example look at a set of lights and
light switches. Logic dictates that the leftmost switch controls the
leftmost light, the next switch after that controls the next light after
that and so on. If this expected logical behavior does not hold true,
then the natural mapping is lost as well.

Norman also discusses what causes us to err when using an object, as well as
how good design can prevent errors and mitigate their consequences. He proposes
two types of errors, slips and mistakes. Slips can be made by anyone and are
usually caused by lack of attention to the task at hand. Expert users are therefore
more prone to slip errors since they often perform tasks automatically, with little
or no need for conscious attention. Mistakes are consciously made by users and
can be anything from a poor strategic choice to a miscalculation of the expected
results of a certain action, they are however most often the result of misdiagnosing
the current situation. Mistakes are usually performed by novice users since they
do not possess the same high level of knowledge, experience and expertise as
expert users, but can be made by anyone if the object is poorly designed. He
identifies the following points as important guidelines to take into account when
designing a product, to make it less susceptible to error:

• Understand the causes of error and design to minimize them. It is often
easier, and better, to prevent the user from making errors than to help
them recover from making one. Prevention and minimization of errors is
usually done by adding different types of constraints. It is for example not
possible for a user to remove a computer file if it is being actively used by
another piece of software. This is good since it could lead to grave errors
and unexpected behavior in the software in question.
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• Do sensibility checks. Make sure that an attempted action passes the "com-
mon sense" test. In software development for example, you can never really
assume that the input to a function is correct, or even present at all, even
if it should be. Something unforeseen could happen in the execution of the
application leading to data corruption; if one then sends this corrupt data
to said function for evaluation, then something will go wrong. Even if this
only happens on very rare occasions, it is much easier for the programmer
to simply add a sensibility check that validates the input before trying to
use it, effectively preventing the error before it happens. Another com-
mon example of a good sensibility check is the prompt commonly presented
to the user if he or she tries to exit an application with unsaved changes
present. The "Are you sure you want to quit without saving?" prompt has
most likely saved a lot of unsaved work, quite literally.

• Make it possible to reverse, or undo, performed actions or make it harder
to do what cannot be undone. One of the greatest error minimizing mech-
anisms in software today is the ability to undo an action, an erroneous
brushstroke is no longer final when painting digitally because it can be un-
done with the press of a button. If an action cannot be undone for some
reason then you have to make sure that accidentally, or even purposefully,
performing that action is considerably much harder, for example through
constraints or sensibility checks.

• Make it easier for users to discover the errors that actually do occur and
make them easier to correct or undo. Even a theoretically perfect piece of
software can malfunction due to unforeseen, perhaps external, complications
and so even then error handling has to be properly designed. Make sure
to notify the user that an error has occurred, what kind of error it is, its
consequences and also present any possible suggestions or solutions to how
the user can rectify or avoid it in the future. Simply presenting the user
with an uninformative error prompt and then terminating the application
is not an example of good error handling.

• Do not treat the erroneous action in itself as an error, instead try to help
the user complete the desired action properly. Think of the erroneous action
as an approximation of what is desired. The user will most likely not have
performed the action to intentionally cause an error but in the hopes of
achieving some other, more desirable, result. If the user is continuously
presented with unhelpful error prompts when a performed action results
in an error then he or she might start feeling as if they are simply being
punished for their mistakes and make them feel incompetent or inept, which
can very well be because of a poorly designed product and not their fault at
all. This will not encourage them to learn how to avoid these errors either,
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only leave them with a feeling of helplessness and prompt them to perhaps
stop using the product entirely.

4.6 Usability in Games
Software usability at its core is widely applicable on most types of different soft-
ware. For example, most of what makes any piece of general computer software
more or less usable holds true for computer games as well. There are however
special cases and factors that have to be taken into consideration when talking
specifically about usability in games, such as the widely used and sometimes
counterintuitive industry standards, and the distinct heterogeneity of the hard-
ware and software used by the gaming community as a whole.

Brent Fox has written a book on this topic, called simply Game Interface De-
sign, in which he highlights multiple important aspects in designing a good game
interface and the vital importance of having a good UI (Fox 2004). One of the
foremost aspects that Fox writes about is planning. According to Fox, properly
planning the design of your UI is vitally important since it helps find design flaws
early on in the project, reducing the risk of having to redo any UI screens at a later
date when such an undertaking is far more costly. By thoroughly planning the UI
design one will also know early on what additional graphical assets and art will
be needed, which will help immensely when trying to do a time estimate of the
project. Having a good early design, for example an extensive paper prototype,
is also important for communicating your vision to other members of the project.
Early dialogue with artists and programmers can help spot design flaws in your
plan. One of your intended screens might for example contain elements that are
extremely hard or impossible for the programmers to implement, or perhaps the
artists have some objections to the planned art style. The artists can also at once
get a feel for how the UI will come to look and might start envisioning how the
art can all come together, what parts require the most focus and what can be
done with relative ease. If you agree upon the design then perhaps the artists
can even start creating some of the art right away. The project lead will also
most likely not sign off on your design until he or she has seen a plan that they
approve of. A good design plan can also help with the game design itself. It can
raise, and help answer, questions such as "How many inventory slots should be
available to the player?" and other game design questions that directly influence
the UI design and vice versa. Fox also identifies another important part of the UI
design plan, other than the interface prototype itself, namely the logical flow of
the menu, how all screens are connected and how the user will be able to interact
with them. Fox proposes that one draws boxes representing all available screens,
each box containing all relevant elements of that screen, and then go on to draw
the flow connecting them. He now proposes that you define how the user actu-
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ally transitions between screens, the different element types and eventual element
locks present, as well as how the user interacts with these. After creating the
flow chart it must also be evaluated, finding flaws at this stage is preferable since
they are far easier to correct right away than after implementing screens and art
in-game. The UI should have a high level of usability and many usability flaws
can be found when evaluating the flow chart. Fox proposes that the UI must not
be too simple nor too complex, the number of screens should be limited, but the
number of options, or elements, on each screen should be limited as well. The
perfect balance between number of screens and number of options per screen can
be hard to achieve, but is very important. This is especially true for games on
video game consoles such as the PS4. On console the possibly limited screen res-
olution can make options hard too read if there are too many of them, and it also
becomes tedious to navigate them all with a gamepad since you cannot simply
jump to the desired option directly as you can with a mouse. Fox identifies a set
of questions one should ponder when evaluating a flow chart, including the above
considerations:

• How many options appear on each screen?

• Are they logically grouped?

• How fast can a new player get into a game?

• How fast can an experienced player get into the game?

• Which options will the player want to adjust often?

• Which options will be changed rarely?

• How does this menu compare with similar games?

• How many dead-ends are there where the user has to back up to start a
game?
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Figure 4.3: An example menu flow chart as proposed by Fox.

Hung Nguyen has written an article, titled Human Computer Interaction in
Game Design, which summarizes some of the work by Fox and other prominent
names in Human Computer Interaction and games research such as Bates, Dix,
Preece, Nielsen and Federoff (Nguyen 2012). By combining information gathered
from multiple sources Nguyen proposes a set of design principles one should adhere
to when designing a game interface:

• Understand the users and support their goals: You need to first un-
derstand the users, their needs and objectives, in order to create an interface
that allows them to effectively access the systems functionality.

• Use color: Color can be a very powerful design tool. One of the abilities of
color is to set a mood; color can express emotion and set an atmosphere. For
instance, a design that uses a lot of neutral gray and desaturated colors can
bring the sad feeling. Moreover, one of the major challenges when working
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with color is finding a set of colors that work well together – creating color
harmony.

• Make the interface easy to learn and enjoyable to use: This is an
important rule that helps the user maintain a sense of spatial orientation
and sanity. It is essential to consider how the user will interface with the
product before creating it. Additionally, a bonus point for a good interface
is creating an interface that is enjoyable to use. The Designer can add
a variety of effects such as 3D transformation and adding light/shadow,
instead of using only plain text and picture, into the design.

• Organize the visual: A good rule when creating an interface is to space
elements evenly and align them well. It is necessary to pay attention to
spacing and alignment results in visual organization. If the elements in
the design are scattered and the spacing between them is not consistent,
the design will appear unorganized. This is displeasing to the user because
most people are attracted to organization. Moreover, if the design calls
for objects that are not aligned, then make sure that these elements are
not positioned only slightly off-alignment with other objects, in other word,
move them far enough out of alignment that there is no doubt that it was
intentional. It can be very disconcerting to the user if objects look like they
should be aligned but they are not.

• Use unity and variation: When creating an interface design, one of the
biggest challenges is striking a balance between unity and variation. If
the design is composed of a group of unrelated elements, then there is no
unity. If all of the elements in the design are a different shape or color,
then the composition will appear to be thrown together and it will lack the
cohesiveness found in a good design. On the other hand, if all of the colors
and shapes in the design are exactly the same, then this design will not
be very visually interesting. A little variation is required to make a design
pleasing to the eye. The best approach is to start with unity.

• Be problem free: The quickest way to inhibit enjoyment is to create
frustration over simple interface and navigation issues. Although testing
is never the most fun part of the process, it is vitally important. In a
competitive marketplace, if the game’s interface has noticeable bugs it risks
losing the users, no matter how good the content is. Interface problems can
be more than just software bugs, however, as a poorly designed interface is
still a major issue. A good way to test an interface is by watching people use
this interface a real-world scenario, then arise with some possible questions:
Are they able to navigate around and achieve their objectives with relative
ease? Is the interface intuitive to both experienced and less experienced
game players?
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• Develop for Console or PC: There are some big differences between
video game development for consoles and development for PC games. Each
platform has its benefits and drawbacks. One of the biggest and most
apparent differences between the PC and a console is that they use different
input devices. A mouse is very different from a controller. The entire
game can change if it is on a console instead of a PC. Understanding these
differences can help an interface designer create a better interface for either
platform.

Nguyen also reiterates Fox’s idea that a game UI consists mainly of two types
of elements, namely text and icons. Text is a very powerful design tool that
can set the mood in a game in addition to being informative, if properly imple-
mented. The entire UI of a game can be textual, one example of this is the UI
in the classic PC adventure game Zork4, this does not necessarily mean that it
is a bad interface however. Font choice, size, placement, color, and type effects
can greatly improve the design of an interface, it is however important that the
text is appropriate to the game in question or else it might have little, or even
a negative, impact. It is also important that there is not too much text in an
interface that is not text-based, it should be used only when necessary. This is
because players generally do not like having to read large amounts of text and if
a piece of vital information has to be textual then it is of utmost importance that
it is easy to read, else it might be ignored or missed. This is one of the reasons
why font choice and size is so important to get right and why you should use a
sans-serif font when displaying small text in a game: it increases legibility (Fox
2004).

Icons can also be very powerful when designing a game interface, or any interface
for that matter. Graphics are always more interesting and aesthetically pleasing
than large blocks of text and can often successfully reduce or remove the need
for text in the UI. Replacing text with well designed icons makes the UI easier to
understand, besides adding to the look and feel of the game. The most important
factor in designing an icon is the choice of image. If the image used is appropriate
for what it represents and fits the look and feel of the game, then its becomes
easy to understand and is a good choice for an icon. A sword icon for example
is a good indicator of an offensive action in a medieval strategy war game but
maybe not as appropriate in a game with a more modern setting, then a crosshair
might be a better fit. It is also a very good idea to use icons that are standard
in games, but one can also use icons that are standard in other contexts. A red
stop sign will indicate stop in a game as well as in traffic. An example of the
use of icons in Magicka 2 is how health is represented. Each character’s health
is displayed as a bar above their head that is filled and depleted depending on
how their health changes, green fill is used for allies and red for enemies. This

4https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Zork

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Zork
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becomes much clearer, less cluttered and easier to understand for the player than
a flat health number, especially since it is a standard icon solution used in games.

4.6.1 Game Design Heuristics

A set of design heuristics, be it heuristics focused on usability or any other topic,
can be used both as a set of principles for good design and as an evaluation
method. I have already mentioned the heuristics for usability designed by Jakob
Nielsen; they can be applied on any piece of software but lack some important
aspects that need to be accounted for in games. Thomas W. Malone was among
the first to create a set of heuristics made specifically for games (Malone 1981),
they hold definitive merit but have been superseded by more recent work. One
example of this is the work of Noah Schaffer, his heuristics cover both the general
game design as well as the GUI, controls and level design aspects of a game
(Schaffer 2007). Another example is the HEP and PLAY heuristics designed by
Heather Desurvire and colleagues (Desurvire et. al. 2004, 2009). There exist a
large number of additional heuristics and design principles intended for use in
games, they all hold merit and to some degree overlap, but the scope of this
thesis is not large enough to cover them all. Instead I have chosen to focus on the
game specific usability heuristics proposed by Melissa Federoff (Federoff 2002)
and David Pinelle with colleagues (Pinelle et. al. 2008).

Federoff Heuristics

• Controls should be customizable and default to industry standard settings

• Controls should be intuitive and mapped in a natural way

• Minimize control options

• The interface should be as non-intrusive as possible

• For PC games, consider hiding the main computer interface during game
play

• A player should always be able to identify their score/status in the game

• Follow the trends set by the gaming community to shorten the learning
curve

• Interfaces should be consistent in control, color, typography, and dialogue
design

• Minimize the menu layers of an interface

• Use sound to provide meaningful feedback
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• Do not expect the user to read a manual

• Provide means for error prevention and recovery through the use of warning
messages

• Players should be able to save games in different states.

• Art should speak to its function

• Mechanics should feel natural and have correct weight and momentum

• Feedback should be given immediately to display user control

• Get the player involved quickly and easily

• There should be a clear overriding goal of the game presented early

• There should be variable difficulty level

• There should be multiple goals on each level

• “A good game should be easy to learn and hard to master” - Nolan Bushnell

• The game should have an unexpected outcome

• Artificial intelligence should be reasonable yet unpredictable

• Gameplay should be balanced so that there is no definite way to win

• Play should be fair

• The game should give hints, but not too many

• The game should give rewards

• Pace the game to apply pressure to, but not frustrate the player

• Provide an interesting and absorbing tutorial

• Allow players to build content

• Make the game replayable

• Create a great storyline

• There must not be any single optimal winning strategy

• Should use visual and audio effects to arouse interest

• Include a lot of interactive props for the player to interact with
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• Teach skills early that you expect the players to use later

• Design for multiple paths through the game

• One reward of playing should be the acquisition of skill

• Build as though the world is going on whether your character is there or
not

• If the game cannot be modeless, it should feel modeless to the player

Pinelle Heuristics

• Provide consistent responses to the user’s actions: Games should
respond to user’s actions in a predictable manner. Basic mechanics, such
as hit detection, game physics, character movement, and enemy behavior,
should all be appropriate for the situation that the user is facing. Games
should also provide consistent input mappings so that users actions always
lead to the expected outcome.

• Allow users to customize video and audio settings, difficulty and
game speed: The video and audio settings, and the difficulty and game
speed levels seen in games are not appropriate for all users. The system
should allow people to customize a range of settings so that the game ac-
commodates their individual needs.

• Provide predictable and reasonable behavior for computer con-
trolled units: In many games, the computer helps the user control the
movement of their character, of a small group of teammates, or of a large
number of units. Computer controlled units should behave in a predictable
fashion, and users should not be forced to issue extra commands to cor-
rect faulty artificial intelligence. The game should control units so that
pathfinding and other behaviors are reasonable for in-game situations.

• Provide unobstructed views that are appropriate for the user’s
current actions: Most games provide users with a visual representation
(i.e. a “view”) of the virtual location that the user is currently occupying.
The game should provide views that allow the user to have a clear, unob-
structed view of the area, and of all visual information that is tied to the
location. Views should also be designed so that they are appropriate for
the activity that the user is carrying out in the game. For example, in a
3D game different camera angles may be needed for jumping sequences, for
fighting sequences, and for small and large rooms.

• Allow users to skip non-playable and frequently repeated content:
Many games include lengthy audio and video sequences, or other types of
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non-interactive content. Games should allow users to skip non-playable
content so that it does not interfere with gameplay.

• Provide intuitive and customizable input mappings: Most games re-
quire rapid responses from the user, so input mapping must be designed so
that users can issue commands quickly and accurately. Mappings should be
easy to learn and should be intuitive to use, leveraging spatial relationships
(the up button is above the down button, etc.) and other natural pairings.
They should also adopt input conventions that are common in other sim-
ilar games (e.g. many first-person shooters and real-time strategy games
use similar input schemes). Games should allow users to remap the in-
put settings, should support standard input devices (e.g. mouse, keyboard,
gamepad), and should provide shortcuts for expert players.

• Provide controls that are easy to manage, and that have an ap-
propriate level of sensitivity and responsiveness: Many games allow
users to control avatars such as characters or vehicles. Controls for avatars
should be designed so that they are easy for the user to manage, i.e. they
are not too sensitive or unresponsive. When controls are based on real world
interactions, such as steering a car or using a control stick in an airplane,
the game should respond to input in a way that mirrors the real world.
Further, games should respond to controls in a timeframe that is suitable
for gameplay requirements.

• Provide users with information on game status: Users make decisions
based on their knowledge of the current status of the game. Examples of
common types of information that users need to track include the current
status of their character (such as their health, armor status, and location
in the game world), objectives, teammates, and enemies. Users should be
provided with enough information to allow them to make proper decisions
while playing the game.

• Provide instructions, training, and help: Many games are complex and
have steep learning curves, making it challenging for users to gain mastery
of game fundamentals. Users should have access to complete documentation
on the game, including how to interpret visual representations and how to
interact with game elements. When appropriate, users should be provided
with interactive training to coach them through the basics. Further, default
or recommended choices should be provided when users have to make de-
cisions in complex games, and additional help should be accessible within
the application.

• Provide visual representations that are easy to interpret and that
minimize the need for micromanagement: Visual representations,
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such as radar views, maps, icons, and avatars, are frequently used to convey
information about the current status of the game. Visual representations
should be designed so that they are easy to interpret, so that they mini-
mize clutter and occlusion, and so that users can differentiate important
elements from irrelevant elements. Further, representations should be de-
signed to minimize the need for micromanagement, where users are forced
to interactively search through the representation to find needed elements.

4.6.2 The Level Editor

There does not exist very much research on designing game tools specifically,
such as a level editor, but Richard Rouse brings up the subject in his book Game
Design: Theory & Practice in a chapter with the heading "Designing Design
Tools" (Rouse 2001). Even though the chapter is more oriented toward the cre-
ation of more advanced editors that can be used in the actual development of a
game Rouse raises a number of important questions to consider when designing
any level editor, as well as some general principles to have in mind. Below is a
summarized set of guidelines based on Rouse’s observations.

• Make sure to properly visualize the level: The level designer must be
able to properly see the level as it is being designed, from both the player’s
perspective and a design perspective, without having to actually play the
level in the game. This can be accomplished by for example allowing the
editor to enter a "player’s view" mode, separate from the standard "design
view", where the designer can freely move the camera around in the game
world and inspect all elements. There does not have to exist two different
views, all editing could be made from the player’s point of view, but this is
not always the best solution. Complex 3D architecture with varying depth
and overlapping levels can for example be hard to edit from a player’s point
of view. Having a more complex view especially for editing, where designers
can see an abstract design elements and inspect the world in different view
perspectives, can be very beneficial when for example editing such complex
3D worlds with multiple levels. The designer should however also be able
to view the different perspectives simultaneously, so that changes made in
the design view can then be instantly inspected in the player’s view.

• Make sure to display all relevant information at the right time and
in the right view: To effectively design a level the designer must have
access to all relevant level information, including that which is normally
hidden from view of the player. This can be things such as the navigation
mesh, level triggers, invisible objects, bounding boxes, impassable terrain
and patrol paths used by enemies in the level. This kind of information
is usually shown only in the design view, but it can be very beneficial to
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show it in the player’s view as well. This way the designer does not have to
extrapolate information from the abstract design view and try to apply it
to the player’s view, but can instead see the information as is in the player’s
view. This information should not be present at all times however, since
the designer must still be able to inspect the "clean" level, allowing the
designer to choose precisely which information should be displayed at any
time is a preferable solution. In addition to showing all relevant information
one must also make sure to display only relevant information, presenting
level information that the user cannot affect or make proper use of will most
likely only contribute to a bloated view.

• Make the transition between designing and testing easy and fast:
If the designer can seamlessly jump between designing and testing the level
then the chances of the level being repeatedly playtested during design is
increased. Testing and balancing is crucial for creating good levels and so
testing must not be made difficult or inconvenient.

• Provide the right amount of functionality: A level editor should be
able to modify all gameplay-critical aspects of the level and not heavily
rely on third party applications to be able to create complete levels. If the
editor does not allow this then it will most likely lead to frustration with
the designers and also result in sub-par levels. It is also important that the
editor does not contain superfluous and irrelevant functionality as this will
lead to a bloated piece of software, which is not a good thing. It is better to
design an editor with the ability to only modify all gameplay-critical aspects
of the level, and instead of bloating the editor with additional unnecessary
features make sure that those available are powerful and that the editor is
stable and less error prone. What aspects of a level is gameplay-critical
of course varies between games, it could be anything from the level layout
to the enemy behavior. A good way to identify what features are needed
and which are not is to have level designers with varying experience test to
create a level in the editor "from scratch", to see which features are missing
and which features are unnecessary.

• If possible, provide a scripting language that can change object
behavior: A simplified scripting language can be a very powerful tool
for the designers if coupled with functionality such as the ability to create
scripted events and triggers, change object behavior and directly modify
object properties and variables. Scripting can allow for the creation of a
very complex flow of events that perhaps normally is only possible to do
through advanced programming, this gives even more power to the designer
and allows for the creation of far more unique levels. Even if the scripting
is very simplified, perhaps abstracted to take the form of interconnected
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symbols or boxes with coupled logic and input/output ports, it can still
give rise to considerable complexity through the users ingenuity.

Figure 4.4: The level editor for Quake 2 is a good example of an editor where
both the "design view" and the "player’s view" are shown at all times, and where
information relevant to the design of the level is shown in both views.

4.6.3 The Gamepad

Having to implement an interface in a game so that it has full support for both
mouse/keyboard and gamepad input adds to the complexity of the task consid-
erably. The gamepad has its own set of strengths and weaknesses, distinctly
different from those of the mouse, that one has to take into consideration. The
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mouse can for example move its cursor around the screen much faster than a
gamepad, diminishing the importance of where the interface elements are placed.
A gamepad is however very ill suited for moving a cursor across the screen quickly
and so it is usually much better to avoid the use of a cursor completely when
working with a gamepad, and instead let the directional controls of the gamepad
simply change the currently selected UI element (Fox 2004). With this in mind it
becomes considerably more important how the UI elements are placed in relation
to each other: it should be clear for the user which element will be the next one
selected when pressing a directional button on the controller. This is usually done
by organizing the elements in a row, vertically or horizontally. If for example the
list is vertical then pressing up or down should move the selection up or down,
and if the currently selected element represents an option that can be modified
then left and right should change that parameter accordingly (Fox 2004).

Figure 4.5: The options menu for God of War: Ascension on Playstation 3.
Notice the different options are scrollable by moving up and down, and changeable
by moving horizontally. Notice also how the arrows on the scroll bar and the
currently selected option shows which direction is valid to traverse, you are at
the top of the list and so there is only an arrow pointing down, similarly the
Tutorial Display option is on and can be changed only by pressing left which is
indicated by an arrow also. These arrows are of course contextual and will change
to properly reflect the choices available in the menu.

It is also especially important that each screen does not contain too many
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elements when designing for use of a gamepad, since that would result in all
those elements having to form a long list, and navigating such a long list with
a gamepad is tedious and slow. If there is no other choice then you have to at
least make sure that such lists can be navigated more quickly with a gamepad
by enabling the user to scroll through lists with speed by pressing and holding a
directional button (Fox 2004). If a screen has too many available options, i.e. it
is too broad, it can become hard to grasp, tedious to navigate and even become
intimidating to use for new players. If this is the case one should try to move
some elements to a separate screen, if they can be logically grouped together, and
so lessen the breadth of the interface. This however adds to the depth of the in-
terface and having a too deep interface is not good either since finding the wanted
option in a deep interface means traversing through multiple unwanted screens
and options, which is very tedious. Having a broad interface can be efficient if
options can be bound to buttons for quick access, but they are harder to learn.
Having a deep interface is usually less efficient, but requires almost no training
if done well. The gamepad makes having a broad interface more difficult since
there are considerably less buttons available for binding than on a keyboard, in
addition to the slower navigation. Striking a balance between breadth and depth
is important, having them be roughly equal and making sure that frequently used
options are never more than two steps away in depth are good guidelines. The
interface should be broader for expert users and deeper for new users, this can
be done by adding shortcuts and quick key combinations that allow expert users
to quickly accomplish a lot of tasks and still allow new users to accomplish their
goals as usual through the menu hierarchy (Adams 2010). This creates a tradeoff
when using a gamepad since it limits the breadth of an interface, leading to some
options eventually having to be removed to make the UI manageable on a console.
All buttons on a gamepad are however instantly available to the user, there is no
need to adjust hand position as it sometimes is on the keyboard, and so if these
buttons are utilized correctly one can still design a very effective interface for a
gamepad. It is also important to remember that if the interface layout works well
for a gamepad it is easy to convert all the UI elements that can be selected via
gamepad into elements that can be selected with a mouse as well (Fox 2004).

Suzanne Watzman has proposed an interface design principle to always design
for the worst common denominator, meaning that one has to take into account
that the product in question might be used in vastly varying environments, by
different people, on different platforms and with different hardware. One must
try to design the interface for all of these different possibilities, but especially
for the worst possible scenario identified (Watzman 2009). This is a good design
principle in general but I think it applies greatly to the case of the controller in-
put scheme problem. Converting an interface from PC to a console is very hard,
this is because the gamepad imposes certain hard limitations that they keyboard
and mouse does not, and if those are not taken into consideration from the very
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beginning then adhering to them later becomes very difficult. It will most likely
require reworking large parts of the interface and even then it might not be very
usable since the core game mechanics were designed for mouse and keyboard only
(Fox 2004). Had the designers in this case taken Watzman’s advice and prepared
for the possibility of a later console release, then important design decisions re-
garding the interface and the different input schemes could have been taken early
on with a considerably more successful result and a lower cost. The gamepad
arguably becomes the worst common interface denominator in games for both
PC and console. By designing properly for the gamepad first the developers can
make their work very much easier as they strive toward an interface with a high
level of usability on both platforms.

4.7 Testing
When testing for usability Nielsen suggests an iterative approach with a smaller
number of users, he argues that by performing three smaller tests of five users
one can find more usability errors at a smaller cost than when performing one
large test with fifteen participants. At the first test, the five users would find
approximately eighty five percent of all usability errors. These errors can then be
fixed before the second iteration of tests which finds more deeply rooted usability
errors and any errors that has come as a result of the redesign. The third and
last iteration would find most, or all, of the remaining errors and serve as quality
assurance to the previous test. This setup would then yield better results than
a single test with fifteen users and be much more efficient due to the increase
in diminishing returns when adding additional testers5. Nielsen also identified
the already established "Thinking Aloud" testing method as a key component in
qualitative usability testing. To the UI usability with this method one allows the
testers to use the system while continuously verbalizing their thoughts, this will
enable us to understand the users view of the system and what causes them the
most problems and grievances (Nielsen 1993).

4.7.1 Heuristic Evaluation

Heuristic evaluation can also be used as a tool when evaluating and testing us-
ability as well as user testing. Heuristic evaluation is performed by inspecting,
and using, the user interface and at such try to discern if it fulfills the heuristics
chosen for evaluation. The effectiveness of heuristic evaluation is dependent on
the skill of whomever is testing the interface however and as such should be done
by an expert user. It is beneficial since it is inexpensive, requires only one expert
user and can be carried out in a short amount of time, it also gives significant
freedom to the tester in how he or she conducts the evaluation. It is especially

5http://www.nngroup.com/articles/why-you-only-need-to-test-with-5-users/

http://www.nngroup.com/articles/why-you-only-need-to-test-with-5-users/
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Figure 4.6: A chart showing the percentage of usability errors found as a result
of the number of testers as proposed by Nielsen. Notice the steep increase in
diminishing returns after the fifth user.

beneficial for games since it does not make assumptions about tasks inherent in
it or about the purpose of the game itself, this is important since what people do
in a a game or why they do it varies greatly. Heuristic evaluation can also help
find important classes of problems that are not always found with user testing
(Pinelle et.al. 2008).



Chapter 5
Results

5.1 Level Editor Study
Some PC level editors such as the Warcraft III and Heroes of Might and Magic
III ones have already been discussed in the introductory chapter of this report,
as such I will not cover them any further here but instead refer readers back to
the Background section of the Introduction chapter.

5.1.1 Halo 4 (Xbox 360)

Halo is a first person shooter game developed by Bungie; its fourth iteration
supports custom level creation through a tool that is called Forge. Before jumping
into the Forge players are presented with the Forge Setup screen. At this screen
they must choose the game type of the map, this could for example be Capture
the Flag or Dominion which are common game types in Halo, they must also
choose which preexisting map they will use as base when creating their custom
map and set any relevant game options for the map, such as the time and score
limit. After setting the initial parameters the player is transported to the Forge.

Figure 5.1: The Forge Setup screen for Halo 4, here the player sets the initial
parameters of the map before entering the in-game Forge.

59
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The Forge is rendered in-game and as such players can see at once how their
creation will look while editing. The player has full control over the camera and
moves around in a similar fashion as when playing except for being allowed free
movement along any axis. The player can also at any time enter the Player Mode,
when entering this mode the player is placed at their current position on the map
as the standard player character and can then interact with the world as they
would if they were actually playing; the transition to and from the Player Mode
is seamless. To aid in the creation of the level the player has access to a mini-
map, contextual button bindings, a budget meter and a contextual crosshair.
The contextual button bindings show each button’s impact on the game at any
point in time, they change when for example holding an object. The player can
access an array of different level editing functions with these direct keybindings.
They can for example change the properties of the currently selected object, lock
it, duplicate it or open the object tools menu. The properties vary for different
objects but can be for example its physics behavior or to which team the object
belongs. The tools vary as well but can for example be the ability to nudge the
object in different directions. The player can also access a general tools menu
where they can for example enable the snap-to function for use when placing
object or unlock all previously locked objects. The player can also open an object
placing menu, where they can browse different available objects such as terrain,
weapons, abstract markers for the players starting positions and vehicles. The
contextual crosshair is used to place objects in the world and will change color
depending on the validity of the current object placement. The budget meter
is what determines how many objects can be placed on a map, different objects
have a different cost depending on how much they impact the map itself.

Figure 5.2: The main view of the Halo 4 Forge, notice the many tools at the
players disposal and how all the button bindings are displayed.
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Even though the Forge does not support complex triggers and scripted events
like the Warcraft III editor, players have still been able to create special trig-
gered events with some ingenuity. By allowing the players to place walls, doors
and other blocking objects with some precision, players have been able to create
extendable bridges and door locking mechanisms through the use of land mines
that explode when approached, causing chain reactions together with the placed
objects.
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5.1.2 Modnation Racers (Playstation 3)

Modnation Racers is a competitive racing game that allows for creation of cus-
tom cars as well as custom racing tracks. The game has a very heavy focus on
social play and allows for all custom created content to easily be shared with the
community and then be rated by it as well. When creating a track the player is
able to completely reshape the terrain as well as lay different types of track and
place different type of decorative and functional objects on and along it. An undo
function also exists to reverse all these kinds of actions. The terrain sculpting is
made by using special brushes that alter the terrain in different way. Each brush
can be modified by for example scaling it or changing whether it heightens or
lowers the terrain. The player can also bring up a help menu to guide them on
their way.

Figure 5.3: The main view used in Modnation Racers when altering the track
terrain using the terrain brush tool. Notice the plethora of button bindings and
special actions available to the user.

The player lays the track by actually driving the paving machine around the
terrain, laying the track as they go. The paving machine can be made to either
follow the terrain or flatten it out as it passes over it, it also has a dynamically
changing line in front of it showing the shortest way back to the finish line and
can be issued the command to auto complete the track for the player. When
in the track laying mode the player also has a meter indicating how much more
track can be laid and how much track would be required to complete the track
from the players current position. The player is also presented with a mini-map
showing the current layout of the map and how it will be completed if the auto
complete action is chosen. When the track has been laid out the player can use
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a brush tool to change all, or parts, of the track to another road type, such as
gravel or sand.

Figure 5.4: The track laying mode used in Modnation Racers when laying the
track. The player lays the track by driving the actual paving machine around the
modified terrain.

When placing props, such as trees, houses and animals on or around the track
the player is given multiple ways to actually place them. They can be placed
individually or in stacks using the resizable spray tool, they can also be placed
in numbers at a specific distance around the track with ease. The player can
also issue an auto-populate command which automatically generates appropriate
props around the track. Special game changing items can also be placed on the
track, such as speed boosts and power-ups.
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Figure 5.5: The mode used for prop placement in Modnation Racers. The player
can choose props of different categories and place them in and around the map,
they can also let the game generate appropriate props automatically.

The player can at any time jump seamlessly into the world and test their track
alone, they can also preview their track by watching computer controlled racers
drive around it or start a test race against them to try it out with competition.

5.1.3 Little Big Planet 3 (Playstation 4)

The Little Big Planet game series available on Playstation 3 and 4 is known
for its very powerful custom content creation, players can create both custom
avatars and levels in the game. Very much of the game’s focus lies on social
interaction, both by playing with others and by sharing custom created content,
the core game idea is that the game world exists as an expression of our collective
imagination and so it very much encourages the use of it. Many features present
are standard, such as the budget meter and the contextual button hints. There
are quite a few features that puts this level editor apart from others however, the
player for example creates the level using their in-game character and so many
of the controls used in the editor are the same as in the main game and there is
no transition between editing and testing since the player can use their in-game
character to test it at any time. The player is however not constrained to the
standard movement capabilities of the character but can enter a free flight, or
hover, mode where he or she can move freely around the map as well. In the
editor the player can place a wide range of different objects, both decorative and
functional, such as creatures, power-ups, vehicles, traps, switches, walls and so on.
When placing an object its properties can also be modified and it can be scaled
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and otherwise manipulated using the touch-pad interface on the Playstation 4
controller.

Figure 5.6: The object placement in Little Big Planet 3, the pop-up menu used
for placing objects is brought up in the same way as when playing the main game.
Notice also the budget meter to the left, this fills up as objects are placed in the
level.

What really makes the editor powerful however is the extensive logic system
available to the user. The player can use triggers and interconnected objects to
create complex series of scripted events, but the editor goes way beyond this in
its capabilities. The player also has access to a large set of logic objects such
as pure logic gates and a wide array of sensors. These objects can be connected
together on micro chip objects and other logic containers to create triggers and
scripted events of great complexity. Some objects in themselves contain such
micro chips, allowing the behavior of the object itself to be programmed with the
same advanced logic system, allowing for the creation of unique custom objects as
well. Because of this advanced scripting and logic system there is almost unlimited
possibilities in what can be created and how complex it can be, something which
is well reflected if you look at some of the top rated user created levels available.
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Figure 5.7: Some of the logic and trigger objects available to the player in Little
Big Planet 3. Each object can be connected to one or more other objects, allowing
for the creation of complex logical structures. Notice also the micro chip used to
contain the logic.

The game is also good at helping the player learn and use the editor. The
editor is coupled with an extensive tutorial that guides the player through the
usage of the editor, it is made with in-game character and voice-over so as to
engage the player and try to make the learning experience enjoyable. There are
also contextual button hints presented to the user while in the creator, to help
the player further.
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Figure 5.8: An example set of object properties that can be altered after placing
an object in Little Big Planet 3. Notice also the contextual button hint at the
bottom indicating how a property is modified.

5.1.4 Trials Evolution (Xbox 360)

Trials Evolution is a side-scrolling motorcycle racing game with a heavy focus on
creating and playing custom created tracks, it allows for easy sharing of custom
content and shows a leaderboard of the top players on each map. The editor for
Trials Evolution is perhaps the most complex available to any console game and
so the developer of the game, RedLynx, offers a complete, over two hours long,
online tutorial of the level editor which is very comprehensive1. In addition to
supporting all the already mentioned features of a level editor, such as placing
objects, changing their properties, placing triggers, undo/redo and editing terrain,
this editor also allows even more advanced options such as modifying physics
properties, map validation, multiple axis snap-to for objects, randomized data
sources, custom camera settings and events, changing the color of any placed
object and creating custom skill challenges via scripted events and triggers. The
game also offers two versions of the editor, one so called "lite" version which is
less complex and easier to use and one "pro" editor which gives the player access
to the full range of features available.

1http://redlynxgamer.com/trials-evolution/editor-tutorials

http://redlynxgamer.com/trials-evolution/editor-tutorials
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Figure 5.9: A side by side comparison of the differences between the "lite" and
"pro" editors in Trials Evolution when configuring the game mode settings for a
custom track. Notice the additional options and logic connections visible in the
pro version.

There is a vast amount of placeable objects available to the user, anything
from simple planks and tires to big jumps and kickers. Most objects also come in
several different variations, you can choose among five different piles of tires for
example. Other than that you can also place abstract objects such as triggers,
events, data sources and camera targets.
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Figure 5.10: The object choice view in Trials Evolution, here the player can choose
among a great amount of different placeable objects and their variations. Notice
the complexity cost of the object, it adds to the maximum allowed complexity of
the track, the budget basically.

Each places object also has a vast number of properties and settings that can
be modified. These range from physics properties such as mass and friction to
very specific settings such as how much the placed building in question should be
broken upon start or how the camera movements should be interpolated between
targets.
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Figure 5.11: An example view an objects properties, here the user can change
how the object behaves and interacts with the world, the user can also rotate the
object on any axis. Notice also the option to reset a property to its default value.

The logic system is very complex, supporting a vast amount of different events,
impulses and triggers that can be interconnected. The system also supports
evaluation of the rider and the environment status and can perform dynamic
data sampling from variables such as the bikes current speed and if the rider is
unconscious or not. These triggers and events can be used for anything from
triggering crowd cheering or fireworks to creating special skill based challenges
such as a bowling game or a contest of whom can launch their unconscious rider
the furthest away from their bike.
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Figure 5.12: An example trigger and event setup from Trials Evolution, here the
semi-transparent trigger box is set to disable the bike controls and switch the
camera focus to the ball on the ramp, this ball then travels down the ramp and
rams into a set of lined up bins. This effectively creates a kind of bowling mini-
game where he or she who best sends the ball on its way and knocks down the
most bins wins.
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5.2 The Level Editor Tool

5.2.1 Paper Prototypes and Menu Flow Charts

Before starting the iterative digital implementation a menu flow chart was de-
signed along with a paper prototype. Both the prototype and the flow chart
was done in multiple iterations and below I will present both versions of the flow
chart and the paper prototype screens. Some outlying but interconnected screens
separate from the level editor itself, such as the main Challenge menu, are not
covered within the scope of this thesis and will therefore not be presented here.

The initial design of the level editor, aka. The Challenge Creator, was quite
large and complex, with a plethora of wanted features and quite a large amount
of screens. The initially planned features were:

• Edit and create new Challenges, new Challenges would be based on existing
levels

• Change the name and type of a Challenge

• Set which Artifacts are applied

• Set which Magicks are available or can be unlocked

• Test a Challenge in its entirety while editing, or test only a specific phase

• Add and remove phases in a Challenge

• Define which enemy units will be spawned in a certain area, at which delay
in time and how many

• Create custom enemy units and edit relevant properties of a unit, such as
health, damage done and allegiance

• Change the victory condition and order of a selected phase, as well as clear
it completely

At this point an initial flow chart was made, outlining the needed screens,
as well as their interaction and connections to other screens. All the available
interactions and button bindings were planned to be shown in a contextual help
bar at the bottom of all screens. The flow chart can be found in Appendix A: Menu
Flow Charts. At this early stage some significant technological limitations were
identified in regard to the creation and editing of custom units, the limitations
were identified as too large to fix within the scope of this project and so that
planned feature was removed, as such I will defer from including those prototype
screens in this thesis due to their irrelevance. The Artifact selection screen would
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be the same as in the main game, as to keep the UI consistent and so no paper
prototype was made for it. Paper prototypes were designed for all other screens
however and can be found in Appendix B: Paper Prototypes. Relevant preexisting
menu screens from the main game, such as the Artifact selection screen, can be
found in Appendix C: Preexisting Menu Screens.

5.2.2 Preliminary Design Evaluation

After the initial prototype and flow chart were done a preliminary evaluation
was performed, both via heuristics, discussions with colleagues and the design
principles found in research. The results of these tests will be presented on a
screen by screen basis below.

Map Choice Screen

The map choice screen design passed the preliminary evaluation. The screen was
thought easy to use, appropriate for both mouse and gamepad, consistent with
existing design and did not violate any of the applicable heuristics.

Main View Screen

The main view passed the preliminary evaluation, but with warnings. Cycling
through the different spawn point unit list lists could show to be unintuitive with
a gamepad since they would not necessarily be properly aligned vertically or hor-
izontally, risking to violate both Pinelle and Federoff heuristics regarding natural
mappings and intuitive controls. It was also noted that showing all available unit
spawn lists on the map could potentially become very obtrusive on smaller maps
with a large amount of spawn points, risking to violate both Pinelle and Federoff
heuristics regarding obtrusive user views. It was however deemed too early to
tell at this stage of the development if any of the potential problems above would
warrant a redesign. Lastly the editor was not found complex enough to warrant a
duplicate spawn option, it would most likely prove to be just bloat, and removing
it would lessen the breadth of the interface as well as lessen the risk of it violating
the Federoff heuristic on minimizing control options. This change required no
redrawing of the prototype.

Unit Selection Screen

The units screen passed the preliminary evaluation, with warnings. As it was
based on the preexisting equipment selection screens it was thought to be con-
sistent with the rest of the UI, in violation of no applicable heuristics and prove
easy to use for the players on both platforms. But since the custom unit feature
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was cut those elements would have to be removed, and it might also not be pos-
sible to show a live 3D preview of the chosen unit because of potential technical
limitations that could not be determined at this stage.

Options Screen

The options screen did not pass the preliminary evaluation, though the required
changes were small and warranted no redrawing of the prototype. The options
screen was based on the preexisting settings menu in the main game, but its
design stood to violate both Pinelle and Federoff heuristics on consistency due to
the fact that the non-modifiable "Save" and "Save as..." options were supposed to
be placed among the modifiable options, such as game type, and this would mean
a clear violation of consistency since that behavior is not found in any settings
menu screen. So it was decided that those functions would be moved out of the
list and be placed as separate button elements below it instead, much like the
"Test Challenge" and "Test Phase" buttons present above the list. It was also
decided that the test actions not be bound to controller buttons but instead be
present as only the top two button elements that can be seen in the prototype,
this was deemed to make the test functions easier to see and interact with, as
well as being more consistent in regards to the save actions.

Magicks Selection Screen

The Magicks selection screen did not pass the preliminary evaluation. Its design
was done in likeness of the Artifact selection screen but the differences between
the screens was thought to prove too large when implemented and most likely
cause a feeling of inconsistency for the users because of its distinct likeness to
the Artifact selection screen. It was also believed that having to cycle through
Magicks in the tiers to find the sought after one would prove difficult and tedious,
especially if new Magicks were added to the game later. Lastly it was also decided
that limiting users to one Magick per tier to a total max of four would be far too
limiting and be detrimental to the purpose of custom Magicks in the Challenge
Creator. It was decided that the Magick selection screen would be designed more
in likeness to the Artifact selection screen to not violate consistency heuristics or
limit the players choice in Magicks as much. The new design would be identical
to the Artifact selection screen but instead of cycling through artifact levels with
left and right, those actions would result in changing at which score or time the
Magick in question would be unlocked.

5.2.3 Digital Implementation

The digital implementation was done in three main iterations, each followed by
focused QA testing, heuristic evaluation and usability testing. Testing was of
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course done in lesser extent throughout the whole project, as well as design dis-
cussions and evaluation through the heuristics and design principles presented in
the Theory chapter. Below I will present the results of each iteration, the changes
made and what prompted them.

First Iteration

The first iteration of the Challenge Creator GUI was in essence the step between
the preexisting textual debug UI and the graphical interface proposed in the pa-
per prototype, only the map selection screen, main view screen and the initial tab
of the options menu and unit selection screens were partially implemented with
unlocalized debug texts, non-final layouts and minimum functionality. Gamepad
support was implemented however so that it could be tested with both mouse/key-
board and gamepad. The warnings presented in the preliminary evaluation of the
main screen proved to hold true as the digital implementation had progressed
some, displaying all spawn point unit lists simultaneously on a map became far
too obtrusive and if they were scaled down to fit, then a unit number presented
in the corner of the portrait would be hard or impossible to read on lower resolu-
tions and when playing on a TV screen. Also, making this number larger would
obscure too much of the unit portrait and so an early redesign was prompted. In
the new design only one zoomed in spawn point unit list, with delay and quantity
beside each unit, would be presented at a time and the player would cycle between
them instead. And instead of drawing the spawn areas on the map, which also
contributed to an obscured view, the camera would focus directly on the part of
the map where the units of the currently selected spawn point would enter. The
main view in the first iteration did not provide this functionality, it simply pre-
sented the user with zoomed in variants of all available spawn point unit lists on
the map, allowing them to change all the units and unit properties but while still
obscuring the view of the map itself. Units in the main view and unit selection
screens did not have finished portraits at this time and were instead presented
textually.
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Figure 5.13: The initial map selection screen, here the user chooses which map
that their Challenge should use as base. No matter which map is chosen the user
still has access to all the same units, Magicks and Artifacts. This screen remains
unchanged since the first iteration.
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Figure 5.14: The initial options menu for the first iteration of the Challenge Cre-
ator, based on the preexisting settings menu. This was the first screen presented
to the user after choosing to create or edit a Challenge. At this moment neither
the Artifact nor Magicks tab were implemented and so selecting those tabs or
pressing the shoulder buttons in this menu achieved nothing.
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Figure 5.15: The initial main view screen for the Challenge Creator, a debug
screen made to allow for all basic functionality and evaluate the users interac-
tion with the spawn point unit lists and their associated units and properties.
Triggering the Spawn Options action, by pressing the X-button on the gamepad,
the user would switch from the currently selected unit to its associated sidebar
containing quantity and delay options. These options are at this stage in devel-
opment represented only by the debug text "XXXXX", the top option is quantity
and the bottom one delay, in seconds. Pressing the Y-button brought up a debug
Phase Options menu allowing the player to add and remove phases while using a
gamepad.
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Figure 5.16: The initial unit selection screen, made in the likeness of the preex-
isting equipment selection screen. Here the user would be able to change unit
categories with the shoulder buttons and select a unit to spawn at the currently
selected spawn point. Details of the currently hovered unit was to be presented
on the right, along with a 3D preview of it. At this stage in development however,
only the first tab of this menu was implemented and no descriptions, portraits or
3D previews were present.
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The first round of user testing quickly showed that the sidebar solution for the
unit properties was lacking in usability, not only due to the fact that it was pop-
ulated with debug texts only. All three participants showed difficulty switching
selection to it with the gamepad and one initially reported it to be impossible,
assuming that it had not yet been properly implemented. This was flagged in the
heuristic evaluation as a violation of heuristics regarding natural and intuitive
mappings. There were also some problems arising from the fact that the initial
screen opened in the Challenge Creator was the options screen, it did not seem
intuitive to the users that they started one depth level down in the menu hierar-
chy and had to go back one step to reach the main view. One of the participants
clearly expressed a wish for the main view to be the initial one, stating that the
other way around was confusing. Concern was also voiced that the "Back" button
present in the main view actually prompted quitting the Challenge Creator, this
was deemed very confusing and inconsistent with the other interface screens. One
participant also believed that the in-game testing of a Challenge was broken since
pressing the start-button on the gamepad or the escape-key on the keyboard did
not bring up the in-game pause menu or returned them to the Challenge Cre-
ator options menu, a function that was deliberately disabled when testing via
the Challenge Creator. This represented a clear violation in consistency and was
also flagged as a problem in the heuristic evaluation. The interface was found to
violate several other heuristics and principles as well, although most violations
were due to the incompleteness of the implementation and were known issues.
Additional test results can be found in Appendix D: First Iteration Test Results.

Second Iteration

In the second iteration changes were made to overhaul the Challenge Creator
main view, both to make it less obtrusive and to resolve issues arising from the
difficult to use sidebar. All spawn points on the map were moved to a list at the
top of the main view, each list element representing a spawn point that could be
clicked to show the units associated with that particular point, effectively freeing
up much screen space. The sidebar was positioned below the unit portrait and the
Spawn Option action was removed, allowing the user to navigate to the sidebar
simply using the directional buttons. The unit portraits were scaled up somewhat
to differentiate them from the spawn points list elements. Scaling up the unit
portraits also made them much more aesthetically pleasing, adding even more to
the look and feel of the main view. The "Back" button in the main view was
replaced with a "Quit" button and the ability to clear a spawn was implemented
as well. Most of the debug texts were replaced and the unit portraits added,
but the planned quantity and delay icons had not yet been implemented. The
missing options menu tabs, Artifacts and Magicks, were implemented as well
as the ability to set a time to beat in custom Time Challenges and change the
description text of the Challenge. Support was also added for the player to pause
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the game while testing a challenge and return to the Challenge Creator or restart
the Challenge. An end of round screen allowing the player to choose to return
to the Challenge Creator or retry the Challenge was also added, identical to the
end of round screen presented to the user when completing an adventure mission,
except for the choice to return to the Challenge Creator. The unit selection
screen was completely revamped in this iteration, technical limitations proved it
too difficult to add a 3D preview of the units and there was not enough time to
write and localize descriptive texts for all units and so most of the reasons for
choosing the initial design was lost. In addition to this the amount of possible
top bar category elements were too limited, causing illogical groupings of units
under too generalized categories and risking that any new potential units added
to the game did not have any appropriate category to be placed under. The new
unit selection screen was designed to be simpler and accommodate more unit
categories, allowing for more fine grained categorization. The save actions were
also implemented at this time, coupled with pop-up screens telling the player to
please wait while the system is saving the challenge.
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Figure 5.17: The second iteration of the Challenge Creator main view. Now only
one spawn point unit list is shown at a time and the player can switch between
them by selecting different spawn points in the list above, the currently selected
spawn point is highlighted.
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Figure 5.18: The second iteration of the Challenge Creator options screen. The
time to beat option and change description action was added, as well as the full
implementations of the Artifact and Magicks tabs.
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Figure 5.19: The Artifact selection screen of the Challenge Creation, identical in
form and function to the preexisting Artifact selection screen except the lack of a
"Play" button. Here the player has selected the first artifact slot to the left and
selection has been moved to the right artifact list, the currently hovered element
is presented in the currently selected slot.
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Figure 5.20: The Magicks selection screen of the Challenge Creation, created in
the likeness of the Artifact selection screen. Artifact level and effects have been
replaced by an unlocking threshold, in points or time, in the slots to the left and
the list to the right now contains Magicks, otherwise this screen is identical to
the Artifact selection screen.
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Figure 5.21: The second iteration of the unit selection screen in the Challenge
Creator. This screen was designed as a distinct mix between the mission selection
and Artifact selection screens, to allow many different unit categories and still
give a good overview of the available units in each category. When a list element
to the left is hovered the unit list to the right is updated and if the user selects
a category, with a gamepad, the selection is moved to the right.
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The second iteration of tests revealed additional errors in the main view,
some already known issues but also some new ones. Most participants could not
intuitively discern the meaning of "SP", an abbreviation of spawn point, in the
spawn point list which lead to some confusion. Another major and often reported
issue was the inability to understand where the spawn points were on the map,
the debug view gave textual debug information as to the points placement but
the newer implementation gave only nondescript numbers as the dynamic camera
focus had not been implemented, a clear violation of the Pinelle heuristic on
appropriate views. One user also found it hard to enter the options menu while
using a gamepad, this was due to the fact that the options top menu element was
present while using a gamepad but one could not navigate to it. Thus the user
tried to navigate to the options element and did not realize that it was a particular
button press that opened it and pressing the top bar element was possible only
with the mouse. The same was reported for adding and removing a phase, the
Phase Options action available while using a gamepad was not intuitive to the
user, which thought that it had other functions than just adding and removing
phases, since that was ostensibly be done via the top bar. The Artifact and
Magicks selection screens were proven to be problematic as well, causing some
grievances and visible difficulties with the users. Additional results from the
second test iteration can be found in Appendix E: Second Iteration Test Results.

Third Iteration

The third iteration was plagued by time constraints and delays, leading to some
planned features being dropped such as the dynamic camera focus on spawn
points, all extra phase options and the ability to switch views or hide obtrusive
UI elements. The menu flow chart was updated before this iteration to reflect
the final changes made to the interface, the newer flow chart can be found in
Appendix A: Menu Flow Charts. The main view saw the most changes, along
with some gamepad navigation fixes, some small changes to other screens and a
whole lot of polish and bug fixes throughout the entire interface. As the Phase
Option actions was removed, adding and removing phases was bound directly
to face buttons on the gamepad instead and the top bar menu elements are now
hidden unless mouse and keyboard is used. The spawn points list was overhauled,
removing the abbreviations, adding an above placed explanatory text and arrow
icons indicating where the spawn in question is located, and as such from where
the enemy units will enter. Quantity and delay icons were implemented and the
clear spawn button present on each unit portrait was realigned. Added was also
the ability to add new phases at the and of the Challenge by simply pressing the
right shoulder button when at the last phase. Some caps for different properties
such the max number of phases, unit quantity and delay was also added. Lastly
the change description screen was implemented: a simple pop-up menu with an
input field that if selected on console takes input from an on-screen keyboard.
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Figure 5.22: The third and final iteration of the Challenge Creator main view,
here with a unit portrait selected.
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Figure 5.23: The third and final iteration of the Challenge Creator main view,
here with a unit portrait sidebar, or underbar, selected. Notice how the selected
quantity element is highlighted when selected and the below delay element is not.
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Figure 5.24: The change description screen in the Challenge Creator, made very
much in likeness of the menu used when logging on to access the online features
of the game.
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The third iteration of tests found further issues, but arguably of lesser severity
than earlier ones. The arrows indicating spawn point directions seemed easy to
understand for the users, there were however comments on it not being exact
enough and that the actual position of all spawn points should be made obvious
in the game world instead of just the direction. The quantity and delay icons
were well received, the stacking quantity icon was understood by all, but the
clock indicating delay was however not always intuitively understood. The unit
quantity caps also caused some issues with the users as it was never properly com-
municated, the arrow to the right of the quantity was never greyed out as similar
arrows when reaching their max value, a clear violation of consistency heuristics.
The ability to add a new phase with the shoulder button was not communicated
either, leading to some initial confusion due to unexpected results when pressing
it, the feature itself was however appreciated when understood. The users also
reported some issues with the change description screen, one user wished that
more concrete feedback was given when the description was successfully changed
and that one should be returned to the options menu and not the main view as it
is now. Another user thought that showing the current description when opening
to change it was not adequate or intuitive, wishing that the description be visible
always in the options menu. Some other issues regarding screen transitions and
gamepad navigation were also observed and the Artifact screen received some
comments once more. Additional test results can be found in Appendix F: Third
Iteration Test Results.



Chapter 6
Discussion

6.1 Planning and Execution
The initial planning of this project was quite solid, albeit perhaps a bit naive of
me to think that the implementation could be performed without any delay and
to schedule most of the report writing late or during the implementation, without
perhaps realizing at all that any eventual delay in the implementation would leave
the report writing directly suffering. Had I chance to redo all planning I would
have scheduled more report writing earlier and also given it separate time, not
placed it alongside the implementation as such. Most of the tools and methodol-
ogy used in the project, Lua, Scrum, JIRA and so on, worked really well for us in
the project. In my experience Lua has always been seen as somewhat of a simple
and limiting programming language, but after this project I want to say that Lua
is very powerful in its own right, although it is not appropriate for all projects and
purposes. Both the literary and level editor studies should probably have been
more focused. I researched several other books, papers and two additional level
editors that were cut out of this report, having not researched them would proba-
bly have increased the quality and focus of the research actually presented in this
report, especially since the research portion of the project had to be shortened
by several days. I also regret not performing any formal interviews with some of
the very experienced and talented programmers at Paradox. During the course
of this project I have experienced just how valuable actual work experience and
know-how can be. That knowledge would have been invaluable to have on paper
as well as in mind.

Another regret I have is that I did not apply a more rigorous structure and
scientific work method when user testing early in the project. Even though the
first iteration was very unfinished valuable information was garnered through the
first iteration of user tests. I believe that had I chosen a better mix of expert and
non-expert users in the first iteration of user testing, more usability errors would
have been found. The first iteration of testers were all experienced QA testers
and I believe that my initial instructions were too vague as to how and why these
tests were performed and as such I think they entered with a mindset that "this
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is unfinished, no need to comment on these errors I found since they are obvi-
ously not done", and so many errors that perhaps should have been commented
were left out. This is also the reason I think for the fact that the non-visualized
spawn points were not pointed out in the initial iteration of tests. The testers
knew where the spawn points were by only their debug names but they also un-
derstood or assumed that this would have to be fixed in coming iterations and
therefore did not comment on it. I do not blame the testers for this but myself.
Had I redone these tests today I would probably have utilized a more structured
user test method such as RITE, that also uses quantitative error measurements
which could prove very valuable (Medlock et. al. 2002), from the very beginning,
never run test iterations with only expert users and also not use only testers in
the employ of Paradox Interactive as they might be biased. I would also have
used additional test users in each iteration, even though according to Nielsen’s
model most of the usability errors will have been found with this test setup I
believe that there is still a too large percentage of not found errors since the
interface underwent such comprehensive overhauls between test iterations. The
test results also highlighted another issue, namely with the heuristic evaluation.
The heuristic evaluation as a method is not bad, it provided valuable test results
and could often provide the missing link between comments left by the users in
the user test and the actual implementation error that gave rise to the comment.
But I do want to highlight the problem in them being dependent on the skill,
point of view and eventual bias imposed by the tester. When I performed the
heuristic evaluations I was prone to miss some violations due to the fact that they
"made sense to me", or find violations that other thought were not violations due
to different points of view. One clear example can be found if you compare the
test results of the third iteration user test and heuristic evaluation. Note that
one of the users comments on the fact that their is no warning when trying to
quit with unsaved changes, a clear usability issue and violation of the Federoff
heuristic regarding warning messages. I missed this in the heuristic evaluation
due to the fact that there was already a prompt when exiting the creator, asking
if the user was sure that he or she wanted to quit, and as such I paid no mind
to the fact that there was no warning given to the user. I probably though "this
prompt is enough" and so my bias, my point of view, caused a lapse in the heuris-
tic evaluation. Heuristic evaluation is in my opinion a valuable tool, but I also
think that it should never be the sole usability test method used when evaluating
this kind of interface.
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6.2 Results

6.2.1 Level Editor Study

The results from the level editor study was very valuable, in revealing both used
industry standards, great level editor features, limitations in relation to platform,
and identifying good, and not so good, solutions to common interface design
questions. Many of the found features would have been great to have implemented
in the Challenge Creator. But as always with features the blade is two-edged,
the more complex level editors available that can be used with gamepad are
very unwieldy and not what I would call very usable. The Little Big Planet 3
editor is powerful but using that small pop-up window presented to scroll through
the massive amount of ill-sorted placeable objects available is very tedious and
difficult. The same goes for the Trials Evolution editor, its objects are better
categorized and easier to place, but the broadness of that interface is staggering.
I am confused simply by trying to read all the presented button bindings on the
screen, that are present pretty much always. One cannot help but to draw the
conclusion that consoles are more ill-suited for use of advanced tools because of
the gamepad limitation and that their is no clear cut solution for remedying that.
I do however believe that this is somewhat of a fallacy. The mouse and keyboard
is of course more versatile and better suited for manipulating complex data and
maneuvering complex interfaces, but I also think that the reason that complex
editors work better on the PC is because PC gamers are used to it. Many of the
more advanced editors on the PC are not very usable either even though a mouse
and keyboard is used. Using the Warcraft III editor for example can be very
tedious due to the vast amount of menu options, drop down menus, the single
available map view and lack of a tutorial. The possible complexity of the created
levels also make them very hard to validate properly. But the Warcraft III editor
can be used very efficiently by using two- or three-button combinations and other
accelerators, and PC users are used to this. In almost none of the researched
console editors were even two-button combinations used, instead the interface
was made unnecessarily deep and complex to navigate, all because console users
are used to having all options available with a single-button press. The fact that
most console level editors are designed this way is of course due to other factors
as well, they are for example a much newer phenomenon than on PC and as
such less developed and researched. I however firmly believe that it is possible
to make a complex and highly usable level editor that can be efficiently used
with both gamepad and mouse/keyboard, but I also think that such an editor
could never be as successfully complex and usable as editors created for one input
scheme only, perhaps the mouse and keyboard especially. The key to platform
independent usability in level editors as I have come to see it is to design for the
worst common controller input scheme. In the case of the Challenge Creator no
user ever reported any of the screens unintuitive to use with mouse and keyboard,
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even though I had never really designed it with intent to be especially easy to use
with that input scheme. Focus was always on gamepad as it is far more limiting.
One can of course not take this too far and design only for one controller input
scheme. There are examples of many console games being poorly converted into
PC games, leaving the keyboard and mouse users out in the cold by not properly
redesigning the gamepad-only interface to accommodate properly for their input
scheme. It is also in my opinion clear that, however simple or complex, a well
designed level editor can bring immense value to a game. All the researched
games have gained greatly from providing a level editor and as such I think game
developers should consider providing one whenever possible.

6.2.2 The Challenge Creator

The Challenge Creator as of now is quite simple, it lacks some features that are
commonly found in level editors that if implemented would make using it more
fun and easier, such as a budget meter, shortcuts and accelerators for commonly
used actions and the ability to freely inspect the current level. It is however still
fun to use right now and advanced enough to create Challenges almost on par
with the level of complexity found in the Challenges created by the developers of
the game. Because of its relative simplicity it is also impossible to create a Chal-
lenge that effectively crashes or breaks the game, the user does not have to fear
that whatever he or she has done is not valid. As such there is no real need for
in-game validation that puts pressure on the user to "do it right". The only ex-
ample of needing validation that I can present is the ability to add empty phases,
but that does not crash anything as the game simply skips them. The availability
of features in the Challenge Creator is not its main issue. Both Norman, Fox and
Rouse highlight the issue of creeping featurism and that adding more features is
less important than making it easy to use and bug free. The Challenge Creator
was never meant to be so complex as to risk breaking the game or warranting
complex validation, it was meant to have a set of core functionality and be fun
and easy to use, which of course is easier said than done. I believe that what
should be fixed first are the still remaining usability issues and bugs present, be-
fore adding additional features.

If we then look at the Challenge Creator from a usability perspective we can
see that, as stated above, there are still a lot of issues present, but also that much
of what makes a level editor good and usable is too and its potential is great.
The transition between editing and testing is for example very quick, all assets are
loaded into memory as soon as the Challenge Creator is enter and as such jumping
into testing requires no additional loading of assets, one of the most important
features according to Rouse and one that was very appreciated by the users. The
Challenge Creator however also fails on two of Rouse’s other important features,
namely the displaying of all relevant information and properly visualizing the
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level. The spawn points on a Challenge map are gameplay-critical and should
be presented to the user and the user should also be able to see the map in its
entirety. As previously stated there were plans to implement such features from
the very beginning, but time constraints and technical limitations hindered us.
In hindsight I think that these issues should have been given more focus earlier,
but software development and time to implement a certain feature is very hard
to estimate, and so these kind of misses happen quite often in my experience.
Important and often changed features are close at hand, never further than two
steps down in the hierarchy as proposed by Adams. Breadth and depth is also
quite balanced in my opinion, the user is at most presented with four additional
button bindings in addition to the standard select and back actions, and no screen
is further than three gamepad button presses away in depth. Although the inter-
face should probably be made somewhat broader to accommodate for shortcuts
and accelerators for expert users, the left trigger is for example never utilized in
the Challenge Creator, nor are any two-button bindings. One has to make sure as
to not make it too broad however as this could make the editor overwhelming and
hard to grasp, especially since the left trigger is not used in the main game menus
nor are any two-button bindings. Also, due to unoptimized gamepad navigation
the quantity and delay properties of a unit is a bit too difficult to modify in re-
gards to how important they are, but that is not a very difficult fix to implement
and should be a priority in any future iterations.

If we look at the general usability principles presented by Norman we can see
that the Challenge Creator actually adheres to the criteria quite well. Feedback
is given immediately with the help of size, color, light and sound cues whenever
an object is selected, pressed or in any other way modified. When loading or
saving the Challenge Creator presents the user with an informative prompt that
lets the user know their request is being handled and also allows the user to can-
cel the action as well. UI elements in the interface also signify their affordances
properly, elements that can be pressed are highlighted and sometimes scaled up
when hovered, a sound is also played when hovering or clicking such an element.
In one testing session the mouse pointer disappeared but the QA tester could
still use the interface with some efficiency due to the fact that his selection was
properly signified throughout the interface. The idea of signifiers also clearly
highlight the problems with the previously used Phase Options and Spawn Op-
tions actions, what did these really signify to the user? Spawn Options signifies
something to do with the spawn itself, but it does not signify a switch to the
spawn sidebar. If the action had been called "Switch to sidebar" then maybe the
users would have understood it better, but it is still not a natural mapping and
so it would still have been problematic. The present mappings are natural and
do not deviate too much from industry standards, as such they are significantly
more easy to use and intuitively understand, especially coupled with the industry
standard button hints clearly signifying their mapping to different actions. The
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conceptual model is quite easily constructed if the user has previous experience
with similar editors. However since there is no tutorial or help screens the game
does not really help conveying a proper conceptual model to the users, something
that should be implemented in further iterations to improve usability. There are
constraints present to prevent errors, such as the confirmation dialogue presented
when trying to quit the Challenge Creator and it also adheres to existing cultural
constraints such as the fact that the A-button is used to confirm and the B-button
is used to cancel in western games. The Challenge Creator does however contain
one set of screens that displays a lower level of usability, namely the Artifact and
Magicks selection screens. These are the only screens that have been reported
difficult and unintuitive to use with mouse and keyboard as well as the gamepad,
but if this is the case then why have they not been redesigned? Well this can be
explained with Norman’s idea of the legacy problem. The Artifact select screen
in the Challenge Creator had to be identical to the one in the main game or the
usability would be significantly lowered for the users due to the inconsistency.
It would cause confusion and present unexpected behavior to the user as well.
The problem is that the usability of the preexisting Artifact screen is somewhat
sub-par and too focused on the use of gamepad, but the cost of redesigning it
was far too great for the scope of this project and so it represents a classic legacy
problem, which then also spread to the Magicks selection screen due to further
time constraints. It is almost paradoxical: in the search for usability through
consistency one lowers the potential usability of the interface in other respects.
Could I completely redesign one screen in the Challenge Creator I think it would
be this one. All other screens can in my opinion be improved without having
to completely redesign them, but I think that it would be better to completely
redesign the Artifact selection screen and all screens based on it.



Chapter 7
Level Editor Design Heuristics

To help answer the formulated questions I have composed a list of proposed
usability heuristics to be used when creating a platform independent level editor
tool. These heuristics are based on my experiences while creating the Challenge
Creator, the researched principles and heuristics presented in this report, and
what I have identified as the most important aspects to have in mind when
designing similar tools. These heuristics will need to be tested, evaluated and
scientifically researched further to really validate their legitimacy, but I believe
that by basing them on preexisting heuristics, principles and theories that are well
established they can at least be used as guidelines for further study or similar
implementations with similar scope.

• Follow established industry standards: If the editor controls for ex-
ample follows set industry standards it becomes easier to learn and more
intuitive for the player to use. This does not however only concern controls
but also things such as interface design and available features. Many editors
for example use a mini-map to convey extra information about the level to
the player, it is usually placed in one of the lower corners of the screen and
can be pressed to move the camera to that position in the level. Following
this standard and implementing such a mini-map, in such a way, is a good
idea since players that have used similar editors will know at once how to
use the mini-map, and if there is no mini-map then players might feel that
the game is lacking an essential feature.

• Provide controls that are mapped naturally: Controls should always
make use of constraints and spatial relationships to provide natural map-
pings. Up should move the selection up, down should move it down and
so on. Constraints such as the cultural constraint dictating which button
on the gamepad should be used to confirm an action, this differs in the
western and eastern gaming cultures, should be adhered to as well. This is
especially important if industry standards are not followed.

• Constraints and limits should always be properly communicated
to the user: If the player can for example only place four exploding barrels
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on a level or perhaps only spawn a total of any fifty units on a level, this
should be properly communicated and not come as a surprise to the user
when the limit is reached.

• Make sure that interface elements properly signify their affor-
dances and anti-affordances: If for example a UI element affords to be
clicked by the user, then this element must signify this through the use of
color, light, sound or any other combination of signifiers. Similarly if an
element can not be clicked then it must signify this as well, for example
by being grey in color as opposite to clickable elements that are yellow in-
stead. Here it is also important to remember to follow established industry
standards.

• Balance the breadth and depth of the interface: A broad interface
with many available options at any one time can be very efficient but also
overwhelming and hard to learn for the novice user. A deep interface with
many screens and a low amount of available options each can be very easy
to learn and use, but tedious for the expert user. An interface should
preferably feel broad and efficient for the expert user but more deep and
easy to use for the novice. This can be achieved by providing shortcuts and
accelerators that expert users can make use of while still allowing novice
users to perform these actions by navigating the menu hierarchy. A good
guideline to follow is that the breadth and depth of an interface be roughly
equal.

• Provide immediate and appropriate feedback: The user should al-
ways know the result of their actions and preferably within a short time
frame. This lets the user know that their actions yield results and that
their requests are being handled properly by the system. If the interface
feels sluggish or unresponsive then this will contribute greatly to the an-
noyance of the user and might make them think that the editor has frozen
or broken down. It is also important that the feedback be appropriate and
informative. If the editor is saving and should not be terminated or work
will be lost, then clearly communicate this to the user in such a way that
is hard to miss.

• Prevent errors and make them reversible: By for example adding
safety checks before letting the user perform actions that cannot be reversed,
for example closing the editor with unsaved work present, the amount of
errors made can be significantly reduced. Having undo and redo functions
that allow the user to quickly correct errors made is also a very good idea.
When the user does commit errors the editor should always provide clear
information as to what has gone wrong, how the user can resolve the error
and avoid it in the future.
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• Design for the worst common controller input scheme: If the inter-
face must work well with different input schemes then it is best to design for
the worst one first. Generally if an interface works well with less complex
means of input, such as a touch interface or a gamepad, it will work just
as well with more complex means of input such as a mouse and keyboard.
This is however only true to an extent. If the interface is too simple then
users with more complex means of input will most likely feel restricted,
inefficient and hindered by its simplicity. It is also important to take into
account the specific strengths and weaknesses presented by each controller
input scheme. A mouse and keyboard user will for example probably feel
that it is very tedious and awkward having to scroll through lists with the
up and down keys on the keyboard instead of the scroll wheel on his mouse
if there is no such functionality implemented, despite it working flawlessly
for gamepad users.

• Remember the heterogeneity in hardware: It is always important to
remember that not every machine that will run this editor will be the same,
they can have different amounts of computing power, different screens with
different resolutions and aspect ratios, different amounts of memory and
so on. PC games usually set a recommended hardware specification and
it is important that your editor feels responsive and works well with that
specification, even if it is an external editor. You should also keep in mind
that even if the game is initially released only on PC, there can still come
an unplanned console release at a later date. Consoles provide their own set
of limitations, not only in computing power but also possibly in supported
resolutions and available input controllers and these factors must be taken
into account.

• Provide the player with all required knowledge to use the tool:
Even if your editor is not complex, the user should still be provided with
all the information needed to use it. Preferably via an interactive tutorial
but if that is not an option then the user should have access to complete
documentation of the editor, this could be external documentation or an
in-game compendium or help menu. Preferably the editor should provide
both interactive learning and documentation.

• Do not force the burden of validation on the player: If the editor is
so complex that the user can create something that for example crashes the
game or makes the level technically unplayable then it should not be the
user’s responsibility to know when this has happened. Instead the editor
should provide validation of the created level and inform the user what
errors are present in the level and how to correct them. It is also a good
idea to not let levels be saved and finalized before passing the validation.
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• Use language appropriate to the user: Do not use expressions or con-
cepts that the user might not be familiar with and avoid abbreviations. It
is also important to be consistent with the language used in the main game.

• Making testing and evaluating the level easy and fast: If jumping
between testing and editing is fast, or seamless, then testing the level be-
comes much easier for the user and will as such be performed more often.
This helps the user find mistakes quicker and make better levels, but if
the transition is slow then that will most certainly cause annoyance and
inconvenience the user instead.

• Know your technological limitations before designing the editor:
Planning for features that will later be cut due to technical limitations, that
were always present, will result in having to redesign the interface at a later
date when it is more costly or be left with an incohesive interface that is
designed for more screens and features than those available.

• Make sure interface elements are well organized and logically
grouped: Having misaligned or poorly grouped elements in an interface
can make it look unorganized and incohesive, something that most people
will find disconcerting or displeasing, diminishing the look and feel of the
interface. It is also important that options are logically grouped on each
screen, else the interface will become unintuitive to the user. If for exam-
ple the option to mute the sound is found in the gameplay settings screen
instead of the sound settings screen the user will have a hard time finding
it.

• Be consistent: The interface must be consistent in interaction and re-
sponse throughout the entire editor, the users actions should always lead to
the expected outcome. If the editor is an in-game editor it is also important
that its interaction and response be consistent to the main game, but also
the look and feel must be consistent.

• Provide only necessary features, do it properly and avoid creep-
ing featurism: Your editor should be able to modify all gameplay-critical
aspects of the level, preferably nothing else. But it is also important to
balance the complexity of available features in the tool with regards to the
complexity of the game mechanics and the controller input scheme. Instead
of providing direct access to complex underlying information and game me-
chanics that are hard to manipulate using a gamepad, many console editors
for example provide simplified logic systems, with advanced logic functions
and complex game properties and mechanics abstracted into objects such as
events and triggers that can be placed in the world. With these players are
then able to create very advanced logic flows in the level that manipulate
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and make use of these complex underlying game properties and mechanics,
despite the limitations provided by the gamepad. It is however important to
remember that it does not matter how advanced and powerful your editor is
in theory if it is riddled with bugs and other issues that makes it practically
impossible to use. Creeping featurism is not only dangerous because it can
possibly eat away at precious bug fixing time, but also because it can lead
to the implementation of features that no one needs, which is effectively
bloat. A bloated editor riddled with features that no one needs will be
unnecessarily complex and most likely make the features actually wanted
by the players harder to find and use. The player may also feel annoyed
that time went into adding features that no one wants instead of making
the editor more stable or easy to use.

• Always user test, but also consider additional test methods: User
testing is crucial when determining the usability of any product and should
always be performed regularly throughout the project. It is however also
good to couple this with other test measures, such as heuristic evaluation,
that can give complementing test data and find usability problems that the
standard user testing does not.

• Use visual representations, but never at the cost of clarity: Visual
representations such as icons, mini-maps, radar views and avatars are often
used with good effect to convey information in both games and editors.
They can help with minimizing the amount of text in an interface as well as
add to the look and feel of it, all positive aspects. Avoiding the use of large
amounts of text is important in an interface, especially on consoles where
limits in resolution and the use of a TV screen can cause further problems
with legibility . If a visual representation is ambiguous or hard to interpret
then it will only be confusing to the user and have adverse effects upon the
usability of the interface. Therefore it is always important to use visual
representations that are easy to interpret and follow established standards.
These do not have to be common to the gaming industry only, but it is
preferable.

• Provide unobstructed views of the level along with all information
relevant to the user: Allow the user to freely inspect the level, along with
any gameplay-critical information present in the level. This information
can be information not usually visible to the player, such as spawn points,
navigation mesh or abstract logic triggers present in the level. It is however
important that the information displayed is relevant to the functionality of
the editor. There is for example no use in displaying the navigation mesh
unless it can be directly or indirectly modified by the editor. Preferably
the user should be able to switch between different views appropriate for
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different actions, and be able to decide which information in shown in each
view.

• Provide easy access to important information and functions: Im-
portant information should preferably always be shown, if possible, and
users should never have to memorize it to properly use the editor. Fre-
quently used functions should be easily accessed as well as used and should
preferably never be more than two steps down in the depth hierarchy of the
interface.



Chapter 8
Conclusions

The main question I wanted to answer with this thesis was:

How do you design a competent level editor tool with a high level
of usability independent of platform and controller input scheme?

I feel that I have at least partly answered the main question with the formu-
lated design heuristics presented above. But I have also come to the conclusion
that there is perhaps no one complete answer to the main question that can be
readily applied to all level editors, as what decides if a level editor is competent
and usable is dependent on too many different factors. Therefore to gauge the
success of this thesis I must also look toward the sub queries formulated to help
answer the main question.

How do you in a platform and input scheme independent way...

• achieve a high level of usability without compromising the com-
petence and complexity of the tool? How does varying player
expertise and the difference between platforms factor into this?:
I feel that this sub query has been successfully answered. There is nothing
in the research that indicates that an editor can not be both powerful and
usable, although it is more difficult to achieve over multiple platforms. The
heuristics take into account player expertise as well as tool complexity and
platform, one only has to be well aware of the limitations of each platform
before designing the interface to be able to create one that is usable across
them all. Maximum usability is however best achieved by specializing the
interface for each platform individually.

• represent complex information and balance its level of abstraction
in relation to usability? Can the information have too high or low
complexity depending only on platform?: I feel that this question
has been answered too. Different platforms handle complex information
differently, large text blocks may work on the PC but should be avoided on
console for example. Generally however complex information should always
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be abstracted using visual representations, something which the heuristics
handle with respect to platform and hardware.

• allow for editing of complex underlying information with less com-
plex means of input? Will this lead to obvious disparity and loss of
features for users with less complex means of input?: This I feel has
also been answered. By abstracting the complex information and providing
easier ways of interacting with it, such as simplified scripting languages,
less complex means of input can be used to manipulate the information
efficiently still.

• make the editor a clear a part of the game? Should it be a clear
part of the game or does this have an obvious impact on the
competence and usability of the tool?: This too I feel has been at
least partly answered by the heuristics. By making the editors an in-game
tool and making sure its behavior, look and feel is consistent with the game
it can become a clear part of it. By making the editor external and less
part of the game itself many of the requirements in consistency, look and
feel are voided, this can make the design of the editor easier but it does
not necessarily mean that it becomes more competent or usable or that an
in-game editor cannot still be as such. If the editor is well designed and the
levels can be easily shared with others it can also become a vital part in
what makes a game fun and replayable, and as such become a clear part of
the game and any eventual sequels to it. Though this is not really handled
by the heuristics, as they primarily handle the usability aspect of the editor,
the possible impact an editor can have on the game and its community is
well established in the research.

As all the sub queries can be answered by the proposed heuristics I will con-
clude that this thesis work has been successful. The heuristics should be able to
serve as guidelines for developing similar editors and as basis for future research.

8.1 Future Work
The heuristics should be further researched to further validate their legitimacy,
but this is only possible with additional resources not available to me at this
point. The Challenge Creator in itself is also unfinished and I hope to be able to
continue development on it to fix the usability issues found in the third iteration
of testing, as well as perform additional an more structured tests. I believe that
the Challenge Creator has great potential to become a competent and usable level
editor tool with time and further application of the identified heuristics, principles
and guidelines presented in this thesis.
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Figure A.1: The initial Challenge Creator menu flow chart.
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Figure A.2: The final menu flow chart of the Challenge Creator. Notice that the
implementation has been broadened and containts considerably less menu screens
than the previous iteration.
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Figure B.1: The prototype of the map selection screen, where the player would
choose which map to base their new Challenge on, the layout of this screen is al-
most identical to the screens in the main game where the player chooses adventure
missions or Trials to play, an intentional design choice.
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Figure B.2: The initial prototype for the Challenge Creator main view, here the
player would get an overview look of the map, see all available enemy spawn
points, which units are currently set to spawn there and how many. Pressing
a spawn point unit list list would enlarge it and also bring up any other unit
properties such as delay. The phase options pop-up menu would be opened from
this view via a button press and the player would also be able to toggle whether
the spawn lists would be visible or not.
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Figure B.3: The initial prototype for the unit choice menu, this menu would be
opened after the player has zoomed in on a spawn point unit list list and pressed a
particular spawn point to set the unit type. In this menu the player would choose
a unit type category and be presented will all available units of that category,
he or she could then choose an existing unit to spawn or edit, or create a new
custom unit of the current category. Note that this screen prototype was made
before the decision to cut the custom unit feature.
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Figure B.4: The initial prototype for the Challenge options screen. This screen
would have three different tabbed views with separate Challenge altering options,
the main options tab, the Artifacts tab and the Magicks tab. This was initially set
to be the first screen the player would enter when starting the Challenge Creator.
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Figure B.5: The initial prototype for the Magicks selection tab, reached via the
options menu. Here the player would choose one Magick from each of the four
tiers of Magicks, the currently selected one would be displayed along with a more
detailed description of it to the right.
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Figure C.1: The Artifact selection screen in Magicka 2. When the player selects
a list element to the left the gamepad selection is moved to the right list, when
traversing the right list and choosing Artifact the currently selected Artifact is
scaled up and the highlighted slot to the left is updated dynamically. When
an Artifact has been chosen the selection is moved back to the left element and
the player can set the level of the selected Artifact. If a player uses mouse and
keyboard instead of gamepad then he or she simply selects a slot with a mouse
click and then chooses an Artifact in the list with another mouse click, the Artifact
level can then be changed by pressing the left and right arrows with the mouse.
Click feedback is provided through sound and highlight effects on all UI elements,
some are also scaled up.
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Figure C.2: The equipment selection screen in Magicka 2. The player switches
between different equipment types using the shoulder buttons on the controller or
by pressing the different categories with the mouse, this tab switching method is
used throughout the whole game. The currently equipped item is highlighted with
a glowing frame and the currently hovered item is scaled up, in this picture they
happen to be the same item. When changing hovered element the live 3D preview
and item description to the right are updated dynamically so that players can see
the effects of the item and how it will look equipped, before actually equipping
it.
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Figure C.3: The adventure mission selection screen in Magicka 2. Here the player
chooses which mission, or chapter, in the game they want to play. The missions
description and unlock progress to the right are dynamically updated as the player
hovers over different mission. Notice the use of the right gamepad trigger to toggle
the games online visibility.
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Figure C.4: The Trial mission selection screen in Magicka 2, Trials are spe-
cial Challenges that are unlocked along with story progression. Here the player
chooses which Trial they want to play, the Trial description to the right is updated
with selection, as with adventure mission selection, but also shows a picture of
the Trial in question.
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Figure C.5: The settings screen in Magicka 2. Notice how the arrows on each
side of a certain option are greyed out if pressing that direction does not yield a
change.
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First Iteration Test Results

D.1 User Tests
Note that since all user tests were performed in the users native language, i.e.
Swedish, test results presented here will be somewhat paraphrased due to the
translation into English. The players were informed that the save actions were
not yet implemented, along with the Artifact and Magicks tabs. All users showed
difficulty in using the sidebar menu and the transition between the main view
and options screen.

D.1.1 First User

The first user was one with high game expertise but no prior experience with
the Challenge Creator, below are the comments given by the user highlighting
different usability problems, irrelevant comments have been left out.

• "What do the XXXXX’s mean? How do I get there?"

• "The gamepad navigation feels weird, why does it always jump to the top
of the lists when i switch between them?"

• "I didn’t know that the goblin with the axe was called Goblin Zweihander"

• "Why don’t I begin in the main view? Having to go back one step did not
feel right, how would I know that "Back" in this menu meant back to the
main view and not back to the main menu?"

D.1.2 Second User

The second user was one with high game expertise but no prior experience with
the Challenge Creator, below are the comments given by the user highlighting
different usability problems, irrelevant comments have been left out.

• "I can’t open the options menu with the gamepad, I have to press the
options button with the mouse to do it."
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• "It’s impossible to change the XXXXX options with the gamepad, I’m
guessing full gamepad support will come later."

D.1.3 Third User

The third user was also one with high game expertise but no prior experience with
the Challenge Creator, below are the comments given by the user highlighting
different usability problems, irrelevant comments have been left out.

• "Is phase options supposed to only add and remove phases, or is that just
not finished? Else it should probably be renamed."

• "That button probably shouldn’t say "Back" if it actually shuts down the
creator, people might missclick and accidentally close the creator if their in
a hurry"

• "The in-game menu is broken, I can’t go back to the creator unless I die
first."

D.2 Heuristic Evaluation
The first implementation of the Challenge Creator was very incomplete, as such
it did not successfully adhere to a large amount of the chosen heuristics, below I
will present those applicable heuristics that were directly violated.

• Controls should be customizable and default to industry standard
settings: The start button or escape key does not pause the game or bring
up the in-game menu while testing.

• Controls should be intuitive and mapped in a natural way: The
action of switching to the unit properties by pressing the X-button is neither
intuitive nor naturally mapped.

• Federoff: The interface should be as non-intrusive as possible: The
non-toggleable main view interface covers pretty much the entire screen,
almost nothing of the map is visible.

• Federoff: Interfaces should be consistent in control, color, typog-
raphy, and dialogue design: This heuristic is also violated by the fact
that the in-game menu is not brought up by pressing start or escape while
testing, as this is the case while playing a Challenge in the main game.

• Federoff: Players should be able to save games in different states:
None of the save functions are implemented properly at this time.
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• Federoff: Provide an interesting and absorbing tutorial: No tutorial
is present at this time.

• Pinelle: Provide consistent responses to the users actions: See
above examples of non-consistency.

• Pinelle: Provide unobstructed views that are appropriate for the
users current actions: View is obstructed and can not be toggled. The
location of spawn points is not clearly communicated to the player either.

• Pinelle: Provide intuitive and customizable input mappings: See
above example of unintuitive mappings.

• Pinelle: Provide instructions, training, and help: Although button
hints are displayed there are no tutorial or help screens to properly introduce
the player to the Challenge Creator.

• Pinelle: Provide visual representations that are easy to interpret
and that minimize the need for micromanagement: A mini-map
or some other visual representation is usually used to represent gameplay
elements such as spawn points, there exists no such representations in the
Challenge Creator.
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Second Iteration Test Results

E.1 User Tests
Note that since all user tests were performed in the users native language, i.e.
Swedish, test results presented here will be somewhat paraphrased due to their
translation into English. All users showed difficulty in understanding where the
spawn points were located, most of them also voice complaints or showed dif-
ficulties with the interaction in the Artifact and Magicks selection screens. All
users were informed of the fact that the change description action was not yet
implemented.

E.1.1 First User

The first user was one with low game expertise and no prior experience with
the Challenge Creator, below are the comments given by the user highlighting
different usability problems, irrelevant comments have been left out.

• "When choosing an enemy, I think it better that the in initial selection is
on the list to the left, it feels wrong to have to back out once before being
able to change category."

• "It would be fun if there were some additional information about each enemy
unit also, instead of just a picture"

• "What does SP mean? I don’t get it."

• "How can I open the options menu or add and remove phases with the
gamepad? I can’t select any of those topmost elements with it."

• "Showing those top most options while I am using the gamepad is very
distracting, I did not see the start button hint because I was so preoccupied
with trying to move to the options button."

• "I think it would have been better that the options menu was the first menu
shown when entering the creator, so you can set all the game settings before
changing the units, it also makes more sense to start there I think."
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• "How will I know where each spawn point lies? You should have like a map
or something that shows where they are"

• "If the time to beat is in seconds I should not have to change it with one
second per click"

E.1.2 Second User

The second user was one with high game expertise and some prior experience with
the Challenge Creator, below are the comments given by the user highlighting
different usability problems, irrelevant comments have been left out.

• "It’s unclear what SP means, I know that it’s spawn point but it’s probably
not obvious to others, you should write the name of each point instead so
people knows where it is."

• "It looks bad that the x-button on the units portrait is misaligned, and also
that the quantity and delay texts and arrows are too."

• "If i set a Magick to be unlocked at several thousand points and then change
to Time Challenge it sets it to unlock at several thousand seconds, you
should have like a reset button or reset them automatically if I switch
type."

E.1.3 Third User

The third user was one with high game expertise and some prior experience with
the Challenge Creator, below are the comments given by the user highlighting
different usability problems, irrelevant comments have been left out.

• "The time to beat option shows when you are creating a Score Challenge,
that not right is it?"

• "This Artifact screen is very much designed for gamepad only, using the
mouse just feels awkward."

• "It seems I can choose multiple instances of the same Magick, what will
that result in when I play the Challenge?"

• "I can choose multiple instances of the same Artifact as well, but I know
that doesn’t work since its the same as in the adventure menu."
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E.2 Heuristic Evaluation
The second iteration of the Challenge Creator was nearly feature complete, it
did still however violate many of the chosen heuristics, below I will present those
applicable heuristics that were directly violated.

• Federoff: The interface should be as non-intrusive as possible: The
interface of the main view has been changed to be far less intrusive, but is
still not toggleable and as such not as non-intrusive as possible.

• Federoff: Provide an interesting and absorbing tutorial: No tutorial
is present at this time either.

• Pinelle: Provide unobstructed views that are appropriate for the
users current actions: View is still obstructed and can still not be toggled.
The location of spawn points is still not clearly communicated to the player.

• Pinelle: Provide instructions, training, and help: Although button
hints are improved in the second iteration there are still no tutorial or help
screens available.

• Pinelle: Provide visual representations that are easy to interpret
and that minimize the need for micromanagement: There still exists
no visual representation of the spawn points.
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F.1 User Tests
Note that since all user tests were performed in the users native language, i.e.
Swedish, test results presented here will be somewhat paraphrased due to their
translation into English. All users still showed difficulty in understanding where
the spawn points were exactly located even though the direction was now clear.
And most of the users still displayed and reported difficulties in using the Artifact
and Magicks screens. There were also some issues with the newly implemented
caps for different parameters as they were not properly communicated to the
users. This was the final iteration of the Challenge Creator.

F.1.1 First User

The first user was one with medium game expertise and but almost no prior
experience with the Challenge Creator, below are the comments given by the
user highlighting different usability problems, irrelevant comments have been left
out.

• "Adding new phases with the right shoulder button is a nice feature, but
why doesn’t the left shoulder button remove one as well?"

• "I can add several empty phases to my Challenge, there should be some
validation to prevent this"

• "Time to beat should be hidden when I’m not creating a Time Challenge,
it looks bad otherwise"

• "When I’ve selected a unit I want the selection to return to that unit por-
trait, not the spawn point list"

• "It would be nice if you could see which spawns were present at a spawn
point only by hovering over it, not having to actually click it"

• "A mini-map would have been a better solution for showing the spawn point
locations"
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F.1.2 Second User

The second user was one with high game expertise and quite a lot of previous
experience with the Challenge Creator, below are the comments given by the user
highlighting different usability problems, irrelevant comments have been left out.

• "These arrows on the spawn points, they indicate the directions from which
the enemies enter, right?"

• "Its quite clear that the first icon represents quantity, like a stack, but I’m
thinking that the clock by an inexperience user could be interpreted as the
interval between spawns instead of the delay."

• "It would be nice with some feedback that the Artifacts have actually been
changed, in the main game you press play and then you know, but here I
feel that I’m unsure."

• "When I’ve changed the Challenge description there should also be some
feedback I think, and I don’t want to be returned to the main view after
changing the description in the options menu."

• "Changing the time to beat in five second leaps is not enough, should be
perhaps ten seconds per step"

F.1.3 Third User

The third user was one with medium game expertise and some prior experience
with the Challenge Creator, below are the comments given by the user highlight-
ing different usability problems, irrelevant comments have been left out.

• "How do I know where the spawn points are? I get that the arrows mean
direction but it should be shown in the game world as well"

• "Okay, each unit is capped at five per stack, good to know. Don’t you think
it would have been better to cap it at fifteen per spawn point instead? So I
don’t have to modify all three stacks to get fifteen small goblins that arrive
simultaneously"

• "I can choose multiple instances of the same Artifact as well, but I know
that doesn’t work since its the same as in the adventure menu."

• "It would have been nice to be able to change the unit delay in bigger steps,
like tens of seconds or something"

• "It’s good that the Artifact screen is the same as in the main game, but it’s
still quite bad overall"
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• "When selecting an Artifact slot with an Artifact already present, then the
right list should focus on the artifact already selected and not jump to the
top of the list, that’s annoying."

• "After choosing a monster to spawn I don’t want to be moved back to the
list of spawn points, that just means that I have to move down again to
change the properties of the unit I just selected which is tedious."

• "Shouldn’t the Creator warn me that I’m trying to quit with unsaved
changes to my Challenge?"

• "Where can I see my current description?"

F.2 Heuristic Evaluation
The third iteration of the Challenge Creator represents its final state in the scope
of this thesis, it did however violate more of the chosen heuristics than the second
one due to some of the newly implemented features present, below I will present
those applicable heuristics that were directly violated.

• Federoff: The interface should be as non-intrusive as possible: The
interface in the main view is still intrusive and cannot be hidden.

• Federoff: Provide an interesting and absorbing tutorial: No tutorial
is present in the final iteration.

• Federoff: Art should speak to its function: The clock icon representing
delay is ambiguous and can be misinterpreted.

• Federoff: Interfaces should be consistent in control, color, typog-
raphy, and dialogue design: The quantity and delay caps implemented
in the unit sidebar lead to inconsistent behavior as the arrows associated
with those options were are greyed out as a cap is reached.

• Pinelle: Provide unobstructed views that are appropriate for the
users current actions: View is still obstructed and can still not be toggled.
The location of spawn points is still not clearly communicated to the player,
although improved over the second iteration.

• Pinelle: Provide consistent responses to the users actions: That
a phase would be added after the last when pressing the right shoulder
button, or the arrow when using a mouse, is never properly communicated
and as such can lead to unexpected behavior if accidentally performed.

• Pinelle: Provide instructions, training, and help: No tutorial or help
screens are implemented in the final iteration.
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• Pinelle: Provide visual representations that are easy to interpret
and that minimize the need for micromanagement: The arrows indi-
cating spawn locations are a definite improvement over previous iterations,
but they are not informative enough.
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